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We try to establish and explore a theme throughout each issue of the 
St. Andrew’s Magazine, sometimes explicitly, sometimes less so—cbut always there 
is a unifying idea of some kind. In this issue, and this fall at St. Andrew’s, we found 
ourselves returning again and again to the idea of American community life. As 
a School we are continually thinking about how best to build and strengthen the 
St. Andrew’s family, but lately it seems that we’ve also been thinking about ways to 
help fortify and reinvigorate the American community. 

You’ll see evidence of this thinking throughout the issue: 
excerpts from Chapel Talks in which students and faculty 
ruminate on our current national climate and consider what 
we might do to improve the tenor of our civic life; classes that 
study tolerance and intolerance in a multicultural, multilingual 
society (in this case, the medieval Mediterranean) on page 16; arts 
practices in which students work to “discover and understand 
the other” on page 10; examples of St.  Andreans serving as 
conscientious American citizens—see David Levinson ’53 P’05’s 
lifetime commitment to the Boy Scouts on page 15, or Kieran 
Murphy ’16 training to become an EMT on page 72; and events 
like this fall’s Women’s Network Lecture, in which Ruby Cramer 
’08 and Louise (Dufresne) Serio ’09 shared anecdotes and insights 
from their reporting on the 2016 presidential campaign trail. 
“St. Andrew’s is a lesson in empathy, kindness, and curiosity in 
life beyond your own,” said Ruby after the event. “I know it’s a 
lesson that’s made me a better journalist.”

One major way in which St.  Andreans are working to 
strengthen our “imperfect union” is the Open Minds Initiative, begun by Board of 
Trustees Chair Scott Sipprelle ’81 P’08 and Head of School Tad Roach this fall. “Our 
Open Minds initiative seeks quite specifically to rescue conversation, independent 
inquiry, civility, and collaboration in an era of polarity, division, and violence,” Tad 
explained in his introduction of the invitative. Open Minds events give students 
and faculty the chance to hear from and authentically learn about “both sides” of 
a particular American issue, and discuss the varying perspectives with civility and 
respect. To that end, so far this year, Dede Rattray ’19 organized a Headmaster’s 
Forum to discuss conservative and liberal interpretations of the Supreme Court 
nomination process of Justice Brett Kavanagh; Messiah DeSisso ’20 has started a 
“Brave Space” video project in which students of varying political persuasions answer 
questions about a hot-button issue and then talk over their diverse viewpoints; and 
Assistant Director of Communications Matt Troutman spent a Friday morning 
leading a candid conversation in Chapel with students (seen here) around the issue 
of gun control and responsible firearm ownership and use. 

Though we represent but one small corner of the world, I believe that what we 
do at St. Andrew’s does make a difference—does strengthen that “critical connective 
tissue that allows us to bridge the divide,” as Tad put it—not only in the lives of 
St. Andreans, but in the thousands of lives our students and alumni touch and grace 
each year.

All my best, 

Liz Torrey
Director of Communications

Letter from the Editor
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Mission Statement of St. Andrew’s School
In 1929, the School’s Founder, A. Felix duPont, wrote:

The purpose of St. Andrew’s School is to provide secondary education of a 
definitely Christian character at a minimum cost consistent with modern 
equipment and highest standards.

We continue to cultivate in our students a deep and lasting desire for learning; 
a willingness to ask questions and pursue skeptical, independent inquiry; and an 
appreciation of the liberal arts as a source of wisdom, perspective and hope. We 
encourage our students to model their own work on that of practicing scholars, 
artists and scientists and to develop those expressive and analytical skills necessary 
for meaningful lives as engaged citizens. We seek to inspire in them a commitment to 
justice and peace.

Our students and faculty live in a residential community founded on ethical 
principles and Christian beliefs. We expect our faculty and staff to make our 
students’ interests primary, to maintain professional roles with students and to act 
as role models at all times, to set and maintain healthy boundaries with students, to 
encourage student autonomy and independence, to act transparently with students, 
and to support each student’s developmental growth and social integration at the 
School. Our students collaborate with dynamic adults and pursue their passions 
in a co-curriculum that includes athletics, community service and the arts. We 
encourage our students to find the balance between living in and contributing to the 
community and developing themselves as leaders and individuals.

As an Episcopal School, St. Andrew’s is grounded in and upheld by our 
Episcopal identity, welcoming persons regardless of their religious background. 
We are called to help students explore their spirituality and faith as we nurture 
their understanding and appreciation of all world religions. We urge students to be 
actively involved in community service with the understanding that all members of 
the community share responsibility for improving the world in which we live.

St. Andrew’s is committed to the sustainability and preservation of its land, water 
and other natural resources. We honor this commitment by what we teach and by 
how we live in community and harmony with the natural world.

On our campus, students, faculty and staff from a variety of backgrounds 
work together to create a vibrant and diverse community. St. Andrew’s historic and 
exceptional financial aid program makes this possible, enabling the School to admit 
students regardless of their financial needs.

St. Andrew’s
M A G A Z I N E
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Intro Bio students headed out on the Bio Barge 
for a tour of Noxontown Pond with their 
teacher and captain Dan O’Connell in early 
October. Students took depth measurements at 
various points on the pond and learned about 
water-based plant life. “The campus here at 
St.  Andrew’s is so rich with opportunities for 
discovery,” O’Connell said earlier this year. “The 
pond, the woods, the grasslands, the garden—
there’s so many different kinds of discoveries that 
are just waiting for the students to get out and 
see. It’s an absolutely unparalleled environment 
in which to be teaching biology.”
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Lamar Duncan ’20, Charlotte Oxnam ’19, 

and their Saints football teammates hoist the 

Cannon after their 25-7 win over Tatnall in the 

Cannon Game on November 10. Photo taken 

by Angelica Morales P’20, whose son Adrian 

Watts ’20 scored two touchdowns in the game. 

Adrian has been recognized as one of the top 

receivers in Delaware; read more about his 

play this season on page 40.
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At the beginning of the school year, VI Form 

students visited the Warriors Helping Warriors 

home in Middletown for a day of service. “The 

house is nearing completion after years of 

volunteer work and donations, and they need 

our help to push it closer to the finish line,” 

explained Dean of Students Will Robinson, who 

organized the outing. For more stories of Saints 

in service, follow the #SASserves hashtag on 

Instagram and Facebook. 
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Emilia Santianni ’20 performs a ballet solo on 

stage in Engelhard Hall on the Sunday morning 

of Parents Weekend. Dance students spent 

the fall focusing on developing “imaginative, 

empathetic narratives,” explained Director of 

Dance Avi Gold. “I sort of stole the idea from 

something Tad said during one of our opening 

faculty meetings.” Through various exercises 

and choreographic projects throughout the 

fall semester, Gold encouraged students to 

“discover and understand ‘the Other,’ and 

engage in self-exploration,” with a goal of 

“bringing us closer together when shared 

and expressed through the art of dance.”  

You can watch Emilia’s solo and the entire 

dance program, along with many other arts 

performances from Parents Weekend, at 

livestream.com/sasdelaware. 
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When Walden Pell received an invitation to become St. Andrew’s first Head of School, 
the School’s Founder Alexis Felix duPont surprised him by saying that in addition to 
buying the land and building the School, he intended to create a sizeable endowment 
to support the mission and operation. At first, Dr. Pell was suspicious of a School 
supported and funded by a generous endowment; he memorably said that he was 
not sure he wanted to lead a school with “a silver spoon in its mouth,” a figure of 
speech that implied that the School would be immediately entitled, privileged, rich, 
and therefore, he implied, weak, pampered, and complacent.

After speaking with the Founder, Walden Pell discovered that every essence of 
the St.  Andrew’s experiment involved something very different. The School began, 
emerged, and strengthened itself as the very antithesis of the American boarding school. 
Our endowment gave us the unique opportunity to invest in an American principle of 
equality of opportunity. Mr. duPont created the first American boarding school with 
a mission to educate students from all socioeconomic backgrounds, and together four 
Heads of School were given the opportunity to make sure the St. Andrew’s experiment 
in education expanded to include the rich diversity of the American and global family.

In other words, while every other American boarding school was created for the 
most affluent in American society, St. Andrew’s privileged financial aid students; it was 
and is their school, their open door, their second home, their community. And precisely 
because of this generous and unfolding experiment in opportunity and inclusion, we 
all came to St.  Andrew’s: teachers who sought to teach at a school with students 

from a wide variety of backgrounds and experiences; 
students from all socioeconomic groups who wanted 
to cultivate excellence and friendship in a community 
that reflected the spectrum of America and the world. 
This is a story of hope, of meaning, of illumination, 
and of purpose. 

What is an endowment, or to be more specific, 
what is the purpose of an endowment for a secondary 
school like St. Andrew’s? As Dr. Pell’s phrase teaches 

us, it is easy to make erroneous assumptions about endowments. You may think that 
St. Andrew’s has a big endowment and therefore lots of money to spend. That is not 
really true at all. 

Yes, St. Andrew’s has an endowment of nearly $200 million, but in many ways 
the audacious nature of the School’s many commitments and principles make that 
endowment work harder than any other among our peer boarding schools for it 
helps support a world class faculty, an academic program featuring small classes and 
intensive collaboration with faculty, an all residential student body and faculty, a 
commitment to the creation of a small community of 310 students, a generous and 
transformational financial aid program, the care and preservation and development of 
a 21st century campus, yearly security, technological and maintenance needs.

The best way to describe the endowment at St. Andrew’s is to say that it fuels the 
present and the future plans and aspirations of the School. It is not exactly a fund to 
be used only for future needs, for we depend on the endowment to generate income 
each year to support at least 40 percent of the School’s $23 million budget. (Our Saints 
Fund supplies around 10 percent and tuition 45 to 50 percent of our budget.) The 
endowment is not an account designed merely for expenses, for the endowment must 
continue to grow and flourish even as if we use it significantly year after year. 

An Ethos for the Future
FOUNDERS DAY CHAPEL | NOVEMBER 28, 2018
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If we spend too much, we compromise the experience 
and opportunity of future generations. If we spend too little, 
we compromise the diversity and progress and momentum 
of the community today. If the endowment does not grow 
through both gifts and investment returns, both the present 
and the future are imperiled. 

The way we strike that balance each year is to use only 
a limited and disciplined percentage of the endowment (4 to 
4.5 percent) and seek to grow the endowment both through 
investments and capital gifts. This year, we spend $8.3 
million dollars of that endowment and seek to both replace 
that draw and increase the endowment. It is the only way to 
make the School sustainable. We try to make sure that every 
dollar we spend on the life of this School serves our own 
distinctive spirit and mission. At St.  Andrew’s, preserving 
and cultivating the endowment are vital necessities.

Think of the endowment as the source of the School’s 
culture, values, and community. Think of it as the resource 
that delivers, year after year, decade after decade, on 
the Founders promise of a school 
open to all regardless of a family’s 
financial circumstance. Think of the 
endowment as our way of participating 
in the American belief in equality 
of opportunity for all. Think of the 
endowment as the source of creativity, 
innovation for St.  Andrew’s Heads of 
School as they seek to define and achieve 
each era’s definition of excellence. 
Think of the endowment as the means 
to celebrate and support this great teaching and mentoring 
faculty and staff, so dedicated to inspiring the energy and 
potential of each student. Think of the endowment as 
liberating the energy and creativity of graduates all across 
the nation and world, united as they are in a belief in 
generosity of spirit, integrity, service, and the pursuit of a 
public good. Think of the endowment as the living symbol of 
the generosity and commitment of all St. Andreans. Think of 
the endowment as the resource that calls us to be generous 
and faithful in our commitment to serve the needs of others. 
(It created St. Anne’s School, the Delaware College Scholars 
Program, our relationship with Special Olympics Delaware, 
and other community commitments.) 

Think of ways to save the endowment, both through 
resisting materialism (endemic in private schools) and 
practicing conservation of both natural and financial 
resources. Think of the endowment as the responsibility of 
every person who has benefitted from the experience and 

opportunity of this School. Think of the endowment and its 
cultivation, growth, and care as the responsibility of every 
current and graduating class within the School. 

We as an extended school community celebrate Founders 
Day by embracing the same radical concept of generosity 
our Founder modeled. I encourage you as students to 
understand that each day here is a miracle of generosity 
created by people who wanted you to have this School as 
the foundation of your life and education.

Our Trustees, Advancement Office, and I work very 
hard every day to honor, connect with, and inform our full 
constituency of the unfolding energy and narrative of the 
School, and then to invite St. Andreans to give back to the 
School that meant so much to them and their families.

Every gift to the Saints Fund allows us to reduce the 
amount of money we need to draw from the endowment. 
Last year, the Saints Fund raised over $2.5 million and 
covered over 10 percent of our operating budget. One 
hundred percent of the Class of 2018 gave to that fund. The 

endowment we saved because of those gifts now can grow 
and support the future needs of the students and the School. 
This year our goal is to take that fund to $2.7 million. The 
Saints Fund is a powerful and important way for all of us to 
give back. 

We also ask for and receive capital gifts and planned 
gifts to build new facilities, renovate physical spaces, and 
fund faculty support and student financial aid. The Amos 
renovation is a $13 million project, to be fully funded by 
capital gifts—we have already raised $10 million for the 
building. The Field House, the Arts Center, the new squash 
courts, the tennis courts, the lower level of Founders were 
all made possible by recent capital gifts. Take the time to 
pause and study the plaques in those buildings noting and 
celebrating the many donors who gave so we would have, 
for instance, Engelhard, the weight room, the arts studios, 
the gallery, the library, the theatre. 

St. Andrew’s has an endowment of nearly 
$200 million, but in many ways the 

audacious nature of the School’s many 
commitments and principles make that 

endowment work harder than any other 
among our peer boarding schools.

MESSAGE FROM THE HEAD OF SCHOOL  / 
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And today, we work on a financial aid and faculty capital 
campaign designed to honor and protect the people who 
make this School so powerful and unique: our students and 
faculty. I will travel anywhere at anytime to explain why 
supporting students and faculty is the best gift St. Andreans 
can make. When a donor makes or a series of donors 
create an endowment gift of $1.2 million for financial aid, 
they know and I know that their gift means that a student 
will receive the opportunity of a St.  Andrew’s education 
in perpetuity. That endowment gift is not one that expires 
after the first recipient graduates. Student after student after 
student, life after life after life will be forever transformed.

The reality for the St. Andrew’s of the future is that our 
endowment must grow steadily from its present value of 
nearly $200 million to a future value of $300 million. We 
will need more endowment first to protect our audacious 
financial aid program. We will need more endowment to 
reduce our dependency on tuition increases that threaten to 

dramatically reduce the number of families that can afford 
a St.  Andrew’s education. We will need more endowment 
to support the work, salaries, benefits, and development of 
our teaching faculty. We will need more endowment to be 
creative and innovative in our institutional fight for goodness 
in the country and the world.

When you are older and independent, I hope you might 
remember this talk and each to emulate the philanthropy 
that created this School, both by giving what you can and 
working with all heart and soul for St.  Andrew’s. By the 
time you graduate from St.  Andrew’s, whether you are a 
senior or a freshmen, we will be on our way to strengthening 
a philanthropic momentum here that will assure future 
students and faculty of the same opportunity we enjoy today.

I really want, with all my heart, to raise transformational 
funds for financial aid over the next few years. Some people 
might think that is impossible, but then I think of the miracle 
that occurred in 1929 with the creation and endowment 

of this School. As Hick Rowland, former President of our 
Board said to me years ago, “At St. Andrew’s, anything is 
possible.” And he is right—look what happened in the depth 
of the depression: the founding of St. Andrew’s.

In 2011, at the very beginning of the financial crisis, 
St.  Andrew’s endowment’s anti-fragility was tested. The 
endowment both provides the vital funding for our yearly 
budget and helps to establish the School’s capacity to 
maintain and intensify the School’s mission and momentum, 
no matter the challenges or circumstances we encounter.

Our endowment, like everyone else’s, took on dramatic 
losses. Questions began to arise. What would happen to 
financial aid, to the stability of faculty and staff, to the 
families that suddenly needed financial assistance for a 
St. Andrew’s education? Thanks the leadership of the Board 
of Trustees and particularly Kent Sweezey and Scott Sipprelle, 
and thanks to the way the endowment had grown through 
investment and through gifts, I was able to announce in the 

midst of the crisis that we would maintain 
financial aid for all families, provide new 
financial aid for all those affected by the 
crisis, and continue to support the work 
of our faculty and staff. Our experience 
through that crisis made us stronger: 
we confirmed our most sacred human 
priorities, we studied the ways we used 
financial resources, we worked even harder 
in the School’s fundraising program, we 
worked to re-invest in the endowment.  

And we did all of this knowing that at St.  Andrew’s 
at least, an endowment is the source of liberating human 
potential and a commitment to goodness. We cannot ever 
lose the generosity, freedom, and inspiration our endowment 
provides. 

Think tonight of all who give or who have given so 
much for us to have stewardship and responsibility for this 
St. Andrew’s we love so much. Explore the opportunities they 
have provided. We have the responsibility now of living and 
fighting for the spirit of the community by the way we learn, 
live, and ignite individual and collective excellence. We had 
a great fall together, and we have the energy and momentum 
to intensify our teaching and learning, dedicate ourselves to 
learning from one another, strive for excellence in the arts 
and athletics, and witness the art of friendship and kindness. 
Be intentional and focused on doing your part to make sure 
the School of today is the best version of St. Andrew’s since 
our founding. J

That endowment gift is not one that expires 
after the first recipient graduates. Student 
after student after student, life after life 
after life will be forever transformed.
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Jo Graves retired on November 30, after 21 years of service to St. Andrew’s. She first joined the School in 
1997 as an Administrative Assistant to the Admissions Office, and in 2003 moved over to Head of School 
Tad Roach’s office to serve as an Administrative Assistant there. We celebrated Jo with a chocolate lava 
cake party in the Main Common Room, where Tad made the following remarks.

For the past 15 years, Jo has served as my Administrative Assistant in the Head of School’s Office, 
helping me every day of the year with the calling that is this position. It is literally impossible to explain 
the spirit, brilliance, joy, balance, and enthusiasm Jo has brought to her work with me. Whether it was 
a good, hectic, intensive, or challenging day, Jo was always ready 
to do whatever was needed to move St. Andrew’s and its people 
forward. 

Her work ethic and professionalism were amazing. We balance 
each day the needs of the students, faculty, staff, visitors, Trustees, 
alumni, parents, and past parents. We collaborated on Chapel 
talks, speeches, Trustee retreats, Middle State accreditation, faculty 
searches, job descriptions, contracts, capital campaigns, building 
projects, conference calls,  and strategic planning drafts.  

She cultivated a remarkable professional style: she combined 
professionalism, confidentiality, and excellence with a love for 
and commitment to everyone on campus: staff, faculty, students, 
Trustees, alumni, parents, children, and dogs!

We together experienced the best and worst of life: the pursuit 
of St.  Andrew’s mission, the love and nurturing of our families, 
and the loss of beloved members of our own and St.  Andrew’s 
families. When life tested Jo’s courage, strength, faith, or resolve, 
she responded with courage, dignity, and resolution.

If we are truly blessed in life, we combine our work with the 
values and habits of mind and heart that are sacred to us. Jo shared 
her heart and soul with each of us and all of us. She is forever a part 
of my family and her beloved St. Andrew’s family.

David Levinson ’53 P’05 received the Distinguished Citizen Award from the 
Boy Scouts of America Highlander District, which encompasses portions 
of Cumberland and Hannett Counties in North Carolina. Levinson has 
resided in a small town in Cumberland County since 2000. During his 
two decades in that community, he has developed the Anderson Creek 
Club, a gated 1700-acre community; founded Anderson Creek Academy, 
a K-through-fifth grade charter school; and helped to found a Boy Scout 
Troop in the Anderson Creek Club community. 

Levinson was himself an Eagle Scout, and served as assistant 
Scoutmaster in Delaware. His son Micah ’05 is an Eagle Scout, and his 
father Louis was one of the original Scoutmasters in the United States, 
appointed by the founder of the Boy Scouts, Robert Baden-Powell. “I have 
followed the principles of Scouting my entire life, so this means a great 
deal to me,” Levinson said at the award ceremony, which was held at the 
Anderson Creek Club on November 15.

“We wanted to honor Mr. Levinson due to his family history and 
continued support to the Boy Scouts of America, [and] for what he has done for Harnett County and the people 
in the community,” said Highlander District Executive Erin Zeek.

“Implicit in all his work is a remarkable commitment to the welfare, growth, and education of children as 
leaders, citizens, and scholars,” said Head of School Tad Roach, who attended and spoke at the ceremony. “I am 
honored to thank David for all he means to me, St. Andrew’s School, and the Boy Scouts of America. I am here 
to say that his life has been so inspiring, courageous, generous, and noble.”

David Levinson ’53 P’05 Recognized with Boy Scouts Distinguished Citizen Award

News Worth Noting
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Thanks to our new academic schedule this school year, many departments were able to create 
and offer new, half-year elective courses to students. For example, all Advanced Study (AS) 
History courses are now semester-long courses, and are subdivided into Readings Seminars 
and Research Seminars. Reading Seminars are taken first, and allow students to do (in the 
words of History Department Chair Emily Pressman) “the important work of building 
thinking, reading, and writing skills they will need in order to have the best experience 
with a major research paper” that is central to a Research Seminars. All students now take 
at least two AS History courses (in addition to U.S. History) before graduation, and thus 
have the opportunity to explore multiple eras and topics of history while at St. Andrew’s.

One such new History elective offered this fall is The Mediterranean World, 500-1500. 
Created and taught by Religious Studies Department Chair and history teacher Terence 
Gilheany, the course examines the interaction of the many peoples around the Mediterranean 
basin, from the fall of the Western Roman Empire to the fall of Muslim Spain. (“Globalism 
is a powerful feature of today’s world, but it is not the first time different cultures have 
come into sustained contact,” notes the course description.) 

“We have a good offering of ancient history courses, and we have a whole lot of modern 
history courses,” Gilheany explained when asked about his motivations for creating the 
Mediterranean World course, “but we had very few offerings in the middle of those two 
eras. So that was part of it. I’ve also been to all these conferences and workshops in the 
last few years that have been focused on using non-traditional geographical spaces, like 
seas, as the framework for the course.” Gilheany was particularly inspired by the work of 
Susan Douglass, a curriculum designer with the Center for Contemporary Arab Studies 
at Georgetown University (Gilheany and Douglass are both members of the Middle East 
Outreach Council (MEOC), a nonprofit that works to increase public knowledge about 
the societies and cultures of the Middle East). Douglass has designed an entire history 
course centered on the Indian Ocean, and has also developed a short unit, in conjunction 
with George Mason University, on the Mediterranean for use in ninth grade world history 
courses. Gilheany used Douglass’s work, conversations with fellow teachers and researchers 
at MEOC, and the book The Great Sea: A Human History of the Mediterranean, by 

historian David Abulafia, as he worked through the 
design of the course. 

And, in typical “Mr. G.” fashion, the Mediterranean 
World takes off with gusto. “I walk into the classroom 
on the first day and say, ‘Guys, guys! The Roman 
Empire has fallen!,’” Gilheany explains. “And that’s 
one of the first things we discuss. The question of when 
the Roman Empire actually fell is fun—we do a bunch 
of reading and watch some videos that problematize 
that claim. For one, by 500 AD, the Roman Empire 
has been falling for a long time. Two, an entire half 
of the Empire—the Eastern Roman Empire or the 
Byzantine Empire—continues on and is wealthy and 
successful for a thousand more years. It’s capital is 
in Constantinople, they’re making big bucks, they 
absolutely consider themselves Romans. So did the 
Roman Empire fall around 500 AD? It depends on 

LOOKING AT
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what you mean by ‘fallen,’ it depends on what you count as the Roman Empire, and so 
on.” Students use primary source materials to conduct their own analysis of this and other 
historical claims from the time period covered in the course. Gilheany asked students 
to compare Mediterranean shipwreck records from the fourth and sixth centuries when 
examining the question of when Rome fell; letters and recollections written by both Francs 
and Muslims during their study of the Crusades; a chronicle of the Black Plague, written 
by Sienese shoemaker Agnolo de Tura, titled “I Buried My Five Children With My Own 
Hands”; and the Tabula Rogeriana—“a map commissioned by a Christian king of Sicily 
and executed by a Muslim cartographer,” explains Mr. G. “Sicily was a site of both conflict 
and cooperation between Muslims, Western Christians, and eastern Christians in the 
Middle Ages, and the map is a fascinating element of material culture from that time.” 
Students studied a high-resolution photograph and a reprint of the map, and discussed their 
observations and questions before engaging in historical readings about the map and Sicily 
in the 12th century.

The uniform 75-minute classes (also introduced by our new academic schedule) have 
allowed Gilheany to get more creative and expansive with his in-class activities as well. 
Early in the semester, he had each student play a “role” from a different level of society in 
a particular medieval year— “we had the Byzantine emperor, we had an enslaved person, 
we had a Jewish merchant, we had a Venetian merchant,” Gilheany recalls. Another activity 
split students up into Venetians and Crusaders, with each side negotiating a ship-building 
agreement at the beginning of the Fourth Crusade.  “The 75-minute structure works so 
much better in that we can do longer things like the Venetian/Crusader debate,” he notes. 
“Under the old schedule, we’d get warmed up, talk about one thing, give a very brief 
introduction to the homework, and then we were done. I liked teaching the 40-minute 
classes—I wasn’t thinking that the system was broken—but this [new schedule] turns out 
to be really, really cool. I’m over the moon about it, actually.”

“I’m very committed to the idea that students should be excited about almost everything 
they do,” Gilheany continues. “I’m not a big fan of, ‘You just have do this in order to get to 
the cool stuff.’ I think if we’re doing our job right, almost everything can be the cool stuff. 
That said, the inverse is not true. Not everything that is fun and cool is also great teaching.

Something that might not have lit up his students at the outset, for example, was their 
study of a a selection of secular texts from the Jewish community of medieval Cairo. 
Gilheany explains: “It’s Jewish tradition to treat the Torah and the Talmud as if they 
are human bodies, so with the sacredness with which you would treat the deceased. You 
bury the Torah; you don’t toss it in the trash. For some reason that we don’t understand, 
the Cairo Jewish community in the Middle Ages expanded this rule to all texts that had 
Hebrew writing on them. It’s nice to have a medieval copy of the Torah, but it’s really 
unusual to have a medieval bill of sale or a copy of someone’s diary. We’ll get a sense not 
only of what this medieval Jewish community was like, but also a sense of the interactions 
between Jews, Muslims, and Christians in Cairo at that time. We are looking at tolerance 
and intolerance in a big way.” Throughout the course, students have the opportunity to 
explore how people of differing faiths negotiate their beliefs; how commerce, conflict, and 
conquest inform cross-cultural relations; and how individuals bridge identities and cross 
borders—pirate/trader, ruler/exile, plutocrat/pauper, infidel/convert, pilgrim/holy warrior—
in an epoch of human history that is at once wildly different, and yet faced with many of 
the same challenges, as their own. J

New History Department elective explores the “Mediterranean World”
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"A Meaningful Life in a Warmer World "
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Stuart Clarke P’19 delivered St. Andrew’s annual Environmental Lecture 
to a packed Engelhard Hall on Friday, September 28. Clarke has served as 
the Executive Director of the Town Creek Foundation—a philanthropic 
organization that supports ecological sustainability efforts in and around 
Maryland and the Chesapeake Bay—since 2004; the Town Creek 
Foundation is. In his talk, he gave students an idea of what the actual 
impacts of climate change would be—large-scale human migration, 
changing agricultural practices, increased and intensified natural 
disasters—on the world that they will inherit, as well as a few examples 
of how students might respond to and live in such a world.

“What does it mean to make a meaningful life in a world that is two, 
or three, or four degrees warmer?” Clarke asked in his talk. “We can 
choose to do the work of helping the species to evolve into a functional 
relationship with its altered habitat, and this is work that will require all 
hands on deck. It’ll require artists and writers to help better understand 
how and what to love, and thereby help to expand our conceptions of 
kin to include those species that are currently outside the margins of our 
attention and affection. It’s work that’ll require scientists and engineers to 
help conceive and develop and implement technologies that can extend, 
and align, and allocate resources to support this expanded kinship. And 
it’s work that will require civic and cultural leaders to build and manage 
a social and political infrastructure to sustain a new us.”

Clarke’s talk, which you can watch in full at livestream.com/
sasdelaware, was followed on Saturday morning by the School’s annual 
Pond Day (formerly known as “Environmental Orientation”), during 
which students and faculty head out into St.  Andrew’s 2,200 acres to 
enjoy small group activities. This year’s slate of Pond Day outings 
included a canoeing exploration of Noxontown Pond; trail maintenance 
work and hiking in the woods; road cycling in the Middletown area 
with Joshua Meier, Ana Ramirez, and Dave Miller (our resident faculty 

Stuart Clarke P’19 Gives Annual Environmental Lecture

"A Meaningful Life in a Warmer World "
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cyclists); a survivalist cooking lesson with Donald 
Duffy; building a campus obstacle course; outdoor 
watercoloring, sunprinting, and sketching; tai chi 
and meditation on the grass docks; a discussion of 
the play “Arcadia” by Tom Stoppard on the Garth; 
a catch-and-release fishing derby on the crew docks; 
tree planting; and lawn games (croquet, badminton, 
etc.) at the Lewes Farm.

“Thank you for the good start of this beautiful 
weekend,” said Interim Director of Sustainability 
and environmental science teacher Peter McLean 
after Clarke’s talk. “Your consideration of Stuart’s 
clear and thoughtfully-stated message is appreciated. 
We must continue to respond intentionally to this 
well-substantiated and urgent challenge of climate 
change; there is no greater threat to us and other 
life on earth. Gardening, biking, hiking, planting 
trees, appreciating food and lessening waste, closing 
windows when the AC or heat is on, proper recycling, 
supporting renewables, turning off lights, writing 
our representatives, carbon offsets, driving the speed 
limit in fuel-efficient vehicles, voting—these are 
among the significant solutions available to us every 
day.”

Following Pond Day activities, McLean kept 
the environmental party going with a Saturday 
night camp-out for students in his backyard, which 
borders some of St. Andrew’s farm fields, and a six-
mile canoe trip on the Brandywine River on Sunday 
afternoon. Rowers spotted woodpeckers, wrens, 
vultures, kingfishers, fish, turtles, impatiens, asters, 
goldenrods, and covered bridges, and also worked to 
pick up debris along the waterway. “We did our best 
to pick up as much trash as we could,” said rower 
Lou Berl, “which often meant fighting a very strong 
current to get back upstream to pick up a few large 
items, like a giant plastic barrel.”

“Please continue to appreciate that everyone, 
as an individual, is powerful,” McLean noted. 
“As individuals or in small groups, we can make 
a difference; indeed, as celebrated anthropologist 
Margaret Mead argued, it is the only thing that ever 
has. Please let us all keep this in mind as we live our 
lives every day while thinking of the lives of our 
children and of future generations of all life.” J
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Omololu Babatunde
History

FAVORITE VIRTUE Justice. I believe in and 
strive to be in support of people 
claiming and living into their FULL 
selves. 
QUALITY I MOST APPRECIATE IN A FRIEND I most 
appreciate my friends’ ability to pull 
me out of myself through their life-
bearing love! 
MY MOST OVERUSED WORD/PHRASE GrateFULL, 
sunFILLED, joyFILLED. I am a deep 
believer in restructuring words to 
get closer to the meaning one is 
trying to reach. 
MY CURRENT STATE OF MIND  Curious! 

Sade Jack
French, Dorm Parent on Upper Pell

FAVORITE VIRTUE  Prudence, or the use of 
logic and reason. The most useful of 
all of the virtues!
QUALITY I MOST APPRECIATE IN A FRIEND  
Someone who listens without 
judgement.
MY IDEA OF HAPPINESS  Right now because 
’tis the season: a robe, slippers, 
eggnog and a playlist of classic 
holiday songs!
MY MOST OVERUSED WORD/PHRASE  LOL 
(pronounced el oh el ), this emoji: 

, "What in God’s name?" 
MY CURRENT STATE OF MIND  Feeling pretty 
good!

Brendan Daly
Science Department Chair

FAVORITE VIRTUE  Courage. I 
recently watched Free Solo, 
the documentary about Alex 
Honnold free-soloing El Capitan in 
Yosemite Valley—really an amazing, 
inspirational story. It is hard to be 
courageous in the face of life's 
challenges, but that is what we are 
called to do!
QUALITY I MOST APPRECIATE IN A FRIEND  I like 
to talk to people about ideas. 
Vexing issues often require 
contrarian, sometimes controversial, 
approaches, and I like to grapple 
with those ideas in conversations 
with friends; friends judge me for 
my actions, not my thoughts.
MY IDEA OF HAPPINESS: Being busy and 
getting things done makes me 
happy; I hate “spinning my wheels.”
MOST OVERUSED WORDS/PHRASE: “Protons 
define elements!”

Deriba Olana
Math

FAVORITE VIRTUE  Integrity.
QUALITY I MOST APPRECIATE IN A FRIEND  Honesty, 
reliability, humor, and originality.
MY IDEA OF HAPPINESS  Being around 
sources of original ideas and sacred 
classical music.
MY CURRENT STATE OF MIND  Thinking about 
lunch—there’s a pleasant smell 
coming from the kitchen.

James Bondarchuk
Math

FAVORITE VIRTUE  I don't believe the 
virtues are sufficiently distinct 
from each other to choose one as 
my favorite. In Plato's Protagoras, 
Socrates claims that each virtue 
refers to the same thing. That has 
always seemed right to me, or at 
least on the right track. A virtue is a 
skill or disposition that contributes 
to the overall goodness of the 
individual who possesses it. We are 
better, and better off, if we are kind, 
patient, temperate, courageous, and 
so forth. But to possess a virtue is to 
know how and when to exhibit that 
virtue in thought and action, and the 
unity of that knowledge is what we 
might call "wisdom." So in lieu of 
picking a favorite, I'll say instead that 
wisdom is the highest virtue, because 
it is the condition of all other virtues, 
reflecting their unity in a common 
trait.
MY IDEA OF HAPPINESS Watching a very silly 
movie with my very accommodating 
wife. 

Peter Mihalcik
Chinese, Swimming Head Coach

FAVORITE VIRTUE  Honesty.
QUALITY I MOST APPRECIATE IN A FRIEND  Tough 
love and spontaneity.
MY MOST OVERUSED WORD/PHRASE  Iconic.
MY CURRENT STATE OF MIND  Galvanized and 
ready for the year.

1 2 3

7 8 9
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Heather Daly
Dean of Admission

FAVORITE VIRTUE  Justice. The idea of 
being fair-minded is important to 
me, particularly with regard to how I 
treat people.
QUALITY I MOST APPRECIATE IN A FRIEND  I’ve 
always valued people who are 
genuine and inspire me to be the 
best version of myself. The ability 
to make me laugh, fully, deeply and 
with tears running down my cheeks, 
is also appreciated.
MY IDEA OF HAPPINESS  Traveling with my 
family, to places we love or to new 
destinations, is something I really 
enjoy. I also love having the time 
to sit and get lost in a good book, 
preferably with a cup of tea and a 
blanket.

Bre Pierce
Associate Director of Admission, 

Dorm Parent on Upper Moss
FAVORITE VIRTUE  Integrity.
QUALITY I APPRECIATE MOST IN A FRIEND  Loyalty.
MY IDEA OF HAPPINESS  Achieving my true 
self-fulfillment and living my most 
authentic life. 
MY MOST OVERUSED WORD/PHRASE  
“Absolutely.”
MY CURRENT STATE OF MIND  I am listening to 
my body and spirit more than ever 
these days. I am in tune with myself.

Lindsay Goetz
Director of Academic Support

FAVORITE VIRTUE  Hope! It sustains us 
during the bad times and propels 
us towards action during the good.
QUALITY I MOST APPRECIATE IN A FRIEND  The 
three H’s: humor, humility, and 
honesty.
MY IDEA OF HAPPINESS  Happiness for 
me is always most present in the 
small moments of life—watching a 
beautiful sunrise, sharing a laugh 
with a friend, drinking a great cup 
of coffee, eating pizza (my favorite), 
bike-riding with my kids, or reading 
a novel while cozied up on the 
couch with my cats.
MY CURRENT STATE OF MIND  Grateful… for 
the warm welcome I’ve received 
from the faculty and staff, students 
and parents of SAS! This community 
has personified kindness in action.  

Matthew Westman
French

FAVORITE VIRTUE  Curiosity. 
QUALITY I MOST APPRECIATE IN A FRIEND  Sends 
great postcards.
MY IDEA OF HAPPINESS  Twenty bucks and 
an art supply store.
MY MOST OVERUSED WORD/PHRASE  Expecto 
Patronum!
MY CURRENT STATE OF MIND  Hungry.

Grace Gahagan
Assistant Dean of Students, History, 

Dorm Parent on Lower Mein
FAVORITE VIRTUE  Honesty.
MY IDEA OF HAPPINESS  Slowing down, no 
expectations or deadlines, a full 
belly, friends and a new space to 
explore.
MOST OVERUSED WORD/PHRASE  “Mmm...”, 
depending on my length and tone, 
can mean many things.
MY CURRENT STATE OF MIND  Teaching 
g Coaching g Dorm Duty = 
faoe*clkjvzoca*lsisenv!!!

Heidi Pearce
Director of Athletics—Girls

FAVORITE VIRTUE  Humility.
QUALITY I MOST APPRECIATE IN A FRIEND  The 
ability to laugh at oneself, so, 
humor! Also: consistency, devotion, 
trust, adventure.
MY IDEA OF HAPPINESS  Family. 
MY MOST OVERUSED WORD/PHRASE  “I don’t 
know!”—I say this way too often.
MY CURRENT STATE OF MIND  Rest and 
relaxation…

5 6

10 11 12

4

Meet Our New Faculty
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Bringing Ruby and Louise back to St. Andrew’s 

to talk to our students about their remarkable 

lives and careers was a goal that Tad and I set several 

years ago. We knew that they would be thoughtful, 

reflective, honest, and articulate about the many 

challenges and opportunities they’ve faced as 

political journalists, and we knew that they would 

connect with our current students in profound ways. 

They did all of that and more.

It was an evening of storytelling and conversation, 

starting with a dinner for all seniors and our guests. 

Ruby and Louise then engaged in an unscripted 

conversation on the stage in Engelhard, two friends 

and schoolmates—at both St. Andrew’s and Vassar—

talking about their journeys as a political reporter 

for BuzzFeed News who covered the Democratic 

primary as a member of Hillary Clinton’s traveling 

press corps (Ruby) and as an Emmy Award-winning 

producer for CBS News covering the Trump 

administration as part of the White House press pool 

(Louise).

“Ruby and I have had very similar, if parallel, 

experiences,” Louise reflected after the event. “She 

covered Hillary Clinton, I covered Donald Trump. 

What’s surprising is that we had never really 

compared notes. I’m glad the Women’s Network 

gave us that opportunity.”

Their stories ranged from the grueling travel, 

the long days, the intensity of the work, and the 

emotional toll of covering tragic stories to the 

moments of humor and humanity, the support and 

collaboration of the journalistic community, and 

the importance of fairness and the ability to inhabit 

another person’s perspective in reporting. After 

Meet the Press

A Conversation About Politics & JournalismMMMMMeeeeeeeetttt tthtthhheeee PPPPrrreeeessssss

AAA CCCoonnnvvnveeeerrrsssaaaaattttiioonnn AAAbbbboouuutttt PPPooliittttiicccsss &&&&&&& Joouuurrrnnnaaaaaliisssmmmmm

On Friday, November 9, 
St. Andrew’s welcomed back Ruby 

Cramer ’08 and Louise (Dufresne) Serio ’09 to 
campus to lead our 2018 Women’s Network 

event, “Meet the Press: A Conversation About 
Politics & Journalism.” After the lecture, 

Women’s Network founder and chair Elizabeth 
Roach wrote the following reflection.
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listening to Ruby and Louise’s authentic exchange of 

stories, students asked incisive questions about the 

world of journalism.

“I hope we showed the students that the skills you 

develop at St.  Andrew’s—sharp writing, analytical 

thinking, kindness—these are all deeply practical 

assets that will be useful in your career,” Louise 

continued. “It was a treat to return to the classroom. 

I loved watching the students challenge their own 

biases and assumptions, learning to inhabit different 

perspectives.”

“As a student at St.  Andrew’s, you know that 

you’re getting the best education of your life—

better than the one waiting for you in college, even,” 

Ruby said. “But you have no idea at the time how 

you’re going to use it—in what job or profession, 

or toward what so-called ‘practical skills’ that are 

supposed to make up the far-off thing called a career. 

What became clear, sitting in an English exhibition 

with Mrs. Roach and Ms. Pressman, where three 

brilliant VI Formers were engaged in a close reading 

of Toni Morrison’s Beloved, is that these academic 

skills—how to interrogate a text, how to delve into 

the mind of its characters and author, and then 

develop and challenge your own analysis alongside 

your classmates as collaborators rather than 

competitors—these are human skills. And they can 

be applied to whatever it is you choose to do after 

school. St. Andrew’s is a lesson in empathy, kindness, 

and curiosity in life beyond your own. I know it’s a 

lesson that’s made me a better journalist.”

Both women also remarked on how it felt to come 

back to campus and reconnect with St.  Andrew’s. 

“This visit was my first in maybe six years,” Ruby 

noted. “Everyone I knew—my advisor, old teachers, 

a former classmate—greeted me the same way. They 

wrapped me in a big hug and they said, ‘Welcome 

home.’ If there’s a way to capture what it’s like to 

coming back to St. Andrew’s, it’s that feeling.”

“After I covered the school shooting in Parkland 

last spring,” Louise said, “I came back to campus just 

to physically remind myself that pockets of goodness 

in the high school world—like the bold project of 

St.  Andrew’s—still exist. Returning to campus 

always feels like coming home.”

Through the example of their lives, their 

commitment and hard work, and their generosity, 

passion, and intelligence, Ruby and Louise embody 

everything we seek to teach our students. As Dean 

of Studies Gretchen Hurtt beautifully said, “Talking 

with young alums is like reading the epilogue notes 

at the end of a movie, when you see what becomes 

of the characters years later... it is so great that we 

get to see the amazing people they become! The 

Women’s Network has given us so many of these 

energizing moments. I’ve been thinking about how 

the connections we made with past students then 

‘give forward,’ in a way, to our next generation of 

students, when our alums come back to meet with 

them, and when they hear how these connections 

last for decades!”

Thank you, Ruby and Louise, for an evening of 

friendship, connection, and enlightenment.

You can watch “Meet the Press: A Conversation 
About Politics & Journalism” in full on our 
Livestream channel at www.standrews-de.org/
livestream.

“...these academic skills—how to interrogate a text, how to delve into the 

mind of its characters and author, and then develop and challenge your 

own analysis alongside your classmates as collaborators rather  

than competitors—these are human skills. And they can be 

applied to whatever it is you choose to do after school.”

—Ruby Cramer’08
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^ Spanish 1 students learn how to tell time—and 
jokes, apparently—en español. 

^ Sydney Williams ’19 holds her well-annotated copy 
of Sing, Unburied, Sing by Jesmyn Ward during 
a Harkness discussion of that text that VI Form 
students modeled for III Form students at the start 
of the school year. Sing, Unburied, Sing, which won 
the National Book Award in 2017, was this summer’s 
all-school read; Ward will visit SAS in spring 2019.
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V Form students in 
Mr. Sanchez’s Physics 
class stutdy a model of 
motion with constant 
velocity. Their classroom 
is in the basement of 
the Old Gym, which was 
remodeled last spring 
to create science and 
math classroom spaces, 
for use while Amos Hall 
is being renovated this 
year.

^ Sunny Trivits ’22 and her Chinese 1 classmates talk 
about their families (in Chinese, of course) in a 
partner discussion exercise. 

^ (top) Mr. Speers’ English 2 classes discusses As I 
Lay Dying by William Faulkner. 

^ (bottom) In Bioengineering (one of our new 
science electives) with Dr. Harvey Johnson, 
students explore the properties of grass as a 
weight-bearing structure, and test a bridge they 
built using the engineering principles they learned 
from lawns.
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Walk for Water
On October 14, Lila Feldman ’20 organized an on-
campus Walk for Water, a 5K walk in which participants 
carry containers of water to simulate the walk that 
millions of people must do each day in order to access 
clean water. “The Walk for Water is designed to make 
people appreciate their easy access to clean water 
by realizing what others have to do to get it,” Lila explained. “At 
St. Andrew’s, we take our access to clean water for granted.” The walk 
was also a fundraiser for Water Wells for Africa, and proceeds will help 
to fund and construct a well in Pemba, Mozambique, where Lila lives.

“Lila has worked tirelessly to bring awareness to the issue of drought 
in Africa,” commented Chaplain Jay Hutchinson. “Her ultimate goal 
for the walk was to raise money to build a well so that people can come 
to a neighborhood watering hole in Pemba to collect their daily water, 
instead of having to walk over six miles on average to secure water for 
their families.”

More than 100 students, faculty, and faculty families participated in 
the Walk for Water, which raised $1,600 for the well, or about one-fifth 
of the total funds needed.

“The Walk for Water allows communities to empathize with a 
community that they would normally solely sympathize with,” Lila 
said. “By simulating the experience that millions go through every day, 
we learn to appreciate everything that we have here at SAS. The walk 
helps us better understand how truly privileged we are to have access 
to clean water, clean clothes, and a great education.”

Saints Find

Success in 

Slew of Fall 

Fundraisers

A.I. duPont Hospital 
Fundraiser
Tim Odutola ’20 (seen here 
fourth from right) and his 
fellow St.  Andrew's Medical 
Society members (also seen here) 
held an extremely successful 
Krispy Kreme donut fundraiser 
in December and raised more 
than $3,000 for kids who will 
be spending the holiday in A.I. 
duPont Hospital for Children in 
Wilmington. 
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Football Fundraiser for Breast Cancer Research
Saints varsity football played an undefeated Wilmington Friends 
School in late October; the Saints lost, but played in pink jerseys as the 
culmination of a monthlong fundraiser the team has been conducting 
for the Delaware Breast Cancer Coalition. The team sold pink t-shirts 
to the student body throughout October, and staff painted pink ribbons 
on the field in advance of Saturday’s game, which the team dubbed the 
“Battle of the Pink.” For their efforts, they were able to present a check 
for $1,848.30 to DBCC. “The enthusiasm and support from the whole 
school for this cause has been overwhelming and wonderful to see,” 
said the team’s captains.

Turkey Trot
St.  Andrew’s Student Vestry organized 
their annual Turkey Trot footrace and 
fundraiser in mid-November. Through race entry fees, 
t-shirt sales, and a bake sale, this year’s Trot raised 
more than $800 for Willey Farms, a local market and 
farmstand that has served the Middletown community 
for more than four decades, which suffered a total loss 
in a fire earlier this month. The funds were donated 
to the Willey Farms Employee Fund, which will help 
support the farmstand’s employees and their families 
during the holiday season and into 2019.

Adaptive Dance
The School’s Dance Program has been bringing 
local differently abled dancers to campus this fall 
for Adaptive Dance (inspired by our longstanding 
Adaptive Aquatics program). Ballerinas in the 
Adaptive Dance program took dance workshops 
with St. Andrew’s students each week, and ultimately 
performed in the Dance Program’s production of The 
Nutcracker in early December. “We are fortunate 
to have such fertile ground at St.  Andrew’s,” 
said Director of Dance Avi Gold in a post on the  
@standrewsdance Instagram account on October 29. 
“One day we are sharing our passion for dance, and 
life, by performing on stage, and the next day we are 
sharing that passion with our students and friends 
in Adaptive Dance. There is joy and opportunity for 
goodness all around, if we are open to seeking it.”
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^ Saints campers pose for a group shot 
during their rainy and cold trip to 
Hawk Mountain on December 1.

^ AJ Ayres ’19 gets the Carpe Diem 
sign into position while the Class of 
2019 assembles for their Form photo 
in early November. 

^ Marvi Ali ’21 and Amrit 
Chapman ’21 are dressed 
and ready for Diwali, the 
Hindu festival of lights. 
The South Asian Affinity 
Group organized a day of 
festivities that included a 
lunchtime henna station; 
rangoli designs on the 
stones of Founders; an 
Indian meal for Wednesday 
night dinner; and a Diwali 
service in Chapel, which 
was lit in part with diyas 
(traditional Indian oil 
lamps) created by ceramics 
majors.
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AROUND CAMPUS
Members of the Roznowski 
Advisory—Sharon Williams ’19, 
Cole Ferguson ’19, Elise Hogan 
’19, Campbell Nicholson ’20, 
Liza Read ’19, and Jessica Boyer 
’19—present family pet Sammy 
Roznowski at the altar at our 
annual Blessings of the Animals 
service. 

^ V Form students discuss principles of leadership 
in the Chapel during their Form Orientation on 
Labor Day.

^ Tenzing Kunsang ’19, Nadia Holcomb ’19, Sydney 
Williams ’19, and Logan Brown ’19 share a laugh 
on the Cloister during the Square Dance.
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Girls Cross-Country
Head Coach Matt McAuliffe

All-Conference Leandre Pestcoe ’19, Charlotte Gehrs ’20

Highlight The Delaware Independent School Conference 
(DISC) Tournament race over Parents Weekend. “In front 
of our biggest crowd of the season, almost every member 
of the team ran their lifetime best,” said Coach McAuliffe. 
“A standout highlight was Leandre Pestcoe ’19, who beat 
her previous best time, which had been set during her III 
Form year. In addition to all the great individual times, 
Leandre and Charlotte Gehrs ’20 placed in the top ten for 
the conference.”

Football 
Head Coach Pat Moffitt

Captains Thomas Cunningham ’19, Ryan Godfrey ’19, 
Theo Jaffe ’19, Arthur Potter ’19

Record 3-5

All-Conference Theo Jaffe ’19 (First Team DB, 
First Team P), Micah Turpin ’19 (First Team KR, 
Honorable Mention RB), Adrian Watts ’20 (First Team 
WR, First Team LB), Ryan Godfrey ’19 (Honorable 
Mention DT), Tim Odutola ’20 (Honorable Mention 
DB), Mason McKee ’21 (Honorable Mention LB), 
Tre Thomas ’21 (Honorable Mention OT), Brandon 
Graves ’22 (Honorable Mention DE)

Highlight Saints football beat Tatnall to cap off the 
season and win the cannon for the first time since 
2014. “Adrian Watts ’20 and Micah Turpin ’19, who 
both had very strong seasons, made a host of clutch 
plays in the game and each scored two touchdowns to 
help secure the win,” Coach Moffitt said.

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
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Field Hockey 
Head Coach Viviana Davila

Captains Piper Ackermann ’19, Hannah Murphy ’19, 
Nancy Tucker ’19

Record 3-11-1

All-Conference Nancy Tucker ’19 (First Team), 
Josie Friedli ’20 (First Team), Sarah Caron ’19 
(Second Team), Hannah Murphy ’19 (Second Team), 
Nonie Bocock ’20 (Honorable Mention)

Highlight The team’s last game against Tatnall. 
“Our team played with all their heart and passion,” 
said Head Coach Viviana Davila. “Sarah Caron 
’19 took big hits at the top of the circle from two 
offensive corners and Alani Davila ’22 tipped 
the ball in twice—these goals fired up this team 
and they never let up, not for one second. Parker 
Friedli ’22 was tasked with face guarding Tatnall’s 
top scorer, and her efforts really helped the Saints 
return home with the big win. We won due to hard 
work, determination and constant movement. Our 
field hockey players are courageous young women 
who truly understand what it means to dig deep. 
We are so proud of the tremendous growth and 
improvement of this team.”
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Boys Soccer 
Head Coach Matt Carroll

Captains Ben Horgan ’19, Jamie Rowley ’19

Record 9-6

All-Conference Ben Horgan ’19 (First 
Team), Nick Loh ’19 (First Team), Alex 
Phan ’19 (First Team), Jacob Zimmerman 
’19 (First Team), Jamie Rowley ’19 (Second 
Team), Logan Cameron ’21 (Second Team), 
Matt Lilley ’21 (Second Team)

All-State Ben Horgan ’19 (First Team), 
Alex Phan ’19 (Second Team), Nick Loh ’19 
(Third Team)

Highlight The boys varsity soccer season 
ended in a heart-wrenching sudden death 
penalty kicks shoot-out for the fourth 
season in a row. “This time, the Saints were 
eliminated by Archmere on the 12th penalty 
shot,” said Assistant Coach Jay Hutchinson. 
“It seemed to be yet another cruel ending 
to what was a great fall for the booters. 
However, for our graduating seniors, their 
soccer careers will not be defined by the end 
of this one game, but rather by the way they 
played during all their years on the team.”
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Boys Cross-Country
Head Coach Dan O’Connell

Captains Carson McCoy ’19, Tad Scheibe ’19

All-Conference Carson McCoy ’19, Blake Hundley ’20

All-County Carson McCoy ’19, Augie Segger ’19, Tad 
Scheibe ’19, Blake Hundley ’20

All-State Carson McCoy ’19 (Second Team), Tad 
Scheibe ’19 (Second Team), Blake Hundley ’20 (Second 
Team), Augie Segger ’19 (Third Team)

Highlight “The 42-member boys cross-country team 
had a spectacular season both in their racing success 
and in the way they supported each other and enjoyed 
running,” said Coach O’Connell. “The season concluded 
with a standout performance at state championships. 
This group was the fastest team in School history on the 
Brandywine Creek course, and earned the best score in 
School history for a state championship race. Although 
they fell short of first place by just one point, their 
race was everything we dreamed it would be—full of 
courage, teamwork, grit, and competitive fire.”

Volleyball
Head Coach Mike Mastrocola

Captains Noor El-Baradie ’19, Kate Paris ’19, 
Emily Paton ’20

Record 9-4

All-Conference Emily Paton ’20 (Second Team), 
Noor El-Baradie ’19 (Third Team), Lila Feldman 
’20 (Third Team)

Highlight “The 2018 Saints volleyball team was 
one of the best in the history of the School,” said 
Coach Mastrocola. “The team grew tremendously 
over the course of the season; we had a huge 3-1 
win over in-town rival Middletown, and also beat 
conference rival Sanford in all three contests. The 
Saints were disappointed they did not make the 
state tournament because they know they would 
have surprised many people with their skill, 
teamwork, and toughness.”
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A Conversation with Saints Varsity Volleyball

Energy Is What 
You Choose to Bring
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You guys had a fantastic season, both in terms of your record and in terms of the spirit 
of your team, which you can really sense even in the stands. How would you describe 

yourselves as a team?

Frances The cool thing about the seniors on this team is that we all started on thirds 
or JV. I think Noor is the only one who actually started on varsity. So I think we’ve 

each seen ourselves grow along with the program and I think that’s part of 
what made this year really exciting for our team. We were all on the same 

team, finally, and we were all excited to show how much we’ve grown as 
volleyball players and athletes. 

Elise Hogan Everyone on the team really wanted to be there. 
Everyone was so committed and giving 100 percent.

Cristle The team had an amazing dynamic this year. 
Whenever I was upset, or put myself down, everyone 
was so willing to help pick me back up. Not only me, 

but if anyone was down, everyone was so willing to pick 
each other back up. Everyone was really positive, and really 

encouraging. The dynamic was honestly just a lot of fun. 

Was this not the case in years past? 

Noor I can speak a little bit to this. My freshman and sophomore years, 
the program was struggling in the way the team carried itself. We didn’t really 

validate our own legitimacy as a team. Our conference is very competitive, and we 
always felt like, yeah, we can compete with other teams outside of our conference, but 

within our conference, we didn’t expect to win. My junior year, I worked consciously with 
Coach Mastrocola toward re-establishing the tone of the team and how we were going to 

move forward rather than to hold on to the past. Last year, with the addition of Miles [Abney 
’20] and Lila [Feldman ’20] to the team, and with Cristle and Elise and everyone moving up, it was 

like a brand new team. We were turning the page, and that was huge. 

What were some examples of things you did to build that team community?

Elise I think part of it is how we handle ourselves in practice, and how seriously we take the sport. But some 
of it is just… there. We all had the desire to be a better team than we were before, so that desire is part of what 

led to the really great dynamic that we have. Our team community came from something we all had within 
ourselves. 

Coach Mastrocola I don’t want to talk too much about how we’re different [from past teams]. I would just say 
that one thing I preach, and I think they’re all on the same page, is that they need to demand excellence of themselves 

at all times, in everything that they’re doing, whether it’s running a sprint or doing a passing drill in practice. The 
expectation is that everything should be perfect, and over the years they’ve seen that they are in fact capable of doing 

things perfectly very frequently. Seeing that happen hundreds and thousands of times then gives them the confidence that, in 
an actual game against a good team, they’re going to do well, and that they’re going to win. It’s not settling for mediocrity 

This fall, the St. Andrew’s girls varsity 
volleyball achieved their best season record in 
more than a decade. We sat down with the team’s 

Six seniors--Noor El-Baradie ’19, Elise Hogan 
’19, Cristle Ike ’19, Nicole Lopez ’19, Frances 

Malley ’19, and Kate Paris ’19--and Head Coach 
Mike Mastrocola to explore the attitudes and 

actions behind the team’s success.
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and being surprised by excellence. I’m not someone who’s 
going to jump up and down when someone makes a great 
play, because that’s what I expect them to do. And I think 
that’s what they expect of themselves. 

How does being on a strong—really strong—team impact 
the rest of your life here? Does it have any kind of ripple 

effect?

Cristle I apologize a lot for everything, and that’s 
been a really bad habit. But my mindset in volleyball 

has been seeping over into everything else. I expect 
perfection [from myself], but I also am learning 

not to beat myself up over a mistake. If I make 
a mistake in class, or if I don’t get the perfect 

score on a test, I apply that same mindset of 
positivity that I have on the volleyball court, 

and say to myself, “It’s okay. You got the 
next one. You can do it.” 

Noor It’s like Coach always says—
short memory.

Frances Short memory means 
when the next play starts, you 

forget what happened before. 
That’s both in good and bad 

situations. Even if we just 
had an incredible play and 
we’re in the lead, we have 

to forget that. The score is 
still zero-zero. And if we mess 

up, same thing. You can’t beat 
yourself up about it, and your 

teammates won’t beat you up about 
it. 

Elise Being a part of the volleyball 
team made me realize how much one 

individual person can affect a whole group 
of people. Before I came to St. Andrew’s, I had 

never played an organized team sport before. 
And volleyball is the ultimate team sport—it’s 

absolutely impossible to be a ball hog or win on 
your own. You literally can’t hit the ball more than 

once so you all depend on each other in a way that 
is unlike any other sport, and unlike anything I had 

experienced before. It’s taught me so much about things 
that I would never have learned otherwise. 

Noor There’s such a dependency you have to have on your 
teammates in order to succeed in volleyball. I wish everyone 
could play volleyball to know what it feels like.

Cristle I’m doing the musical this winter, and one thing that 
transfers over for me is the idea of trust—in myself and in 
the people around me. A lot of acting is also all about trust. 
Being about to break down the walls that hold me back 

from building trust with other people is what volleyball 
has helped me with for the past four years. 

Was there a game this year that stands out to you guys as 
something you are going to remember in ten years?

Noor I think the game that stands out to me, even though we 
lost, was the Wilmington Christian game. Every team in 
our conference is so good, but in this [conference] game, 
we were the better team. In terms of skill, maybe they were 
slightly better than us, but we played to a level where we 
could have beat them. That was a wake-up moment for 
us. We realized that we are playing at the same level as 
the teams in our conference, and we can achieve the same 
things that they are achieving. 

Frances What Coach always points out is that they might 
have good players, but we have a good team. We know that 
when another team messes up, even if they’re 10 points 
ahead of us, you can see their team dynamic break and 
they get mad at each other. For us, we could be 20 points 
behind, or 20 points ahead, and no matter what happens, 
we still try to keep the same energy and hold ourselves 
accountable to that. 

Noor Energy is what you choose to bring. Nothing on the 
outside affects that. The team has whatever energy the 
players bring. 

So where did you guys end up in your conference standings?

Elise Fifth out of sixth.

Coach Mastrocola With an 11-4 record.

Elise The only games we lost were to teams in our conference. 
But they were all really good games. 

Kate, you were injured for much of the season. What was 
that experience like for you?

Kate I broke my foot and sprained my ankle [in practice] the 
day before our first game. I was really, really, very upset—

Our team 
community came 
from something 

we all had within 
ourselves. 
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Frances can tell you, because she is my roommate. 
They originally told me it would be a two- to 
three-month recovery, so I thought I was going to 
miss the entire season! Coach Mastrocola came 
to the hospital and helped me so much. He said, 
“It’s going to be four weeks. We’re going to get 
through this.” So I had the mindset that I wanted 
to get back [on the court] and I wanted to finish 
[the season], and I got to play for the last week 
and a half of the season.

When I came back from the hospital, I was 
still a part of the team. You think that if you’re 
injured, you’re just gonna sit off to the side, but I 
still felt 100 percent a part of the team. I went to 
every single practice and every single game and 
no one ever treated me like I wasn’t meant to be 
there. It helped me keep my mindset so much. If I 
hadn’t had this team and hadn’t had this season, 
it would have been even worse for me [to be 
injured], in every part of my life. 

It sounds like your cohesion and success as a team 
is really due to the support you’ve given to each 
other, and the support that you get from Coach 
Mastrocola. 

Noor I think so much of the success of this team 
is due to the support that Coach has provided 
and how much time and effort he’s put in. It’s so 
visible in the way he comes to practice each day. 
He coaches every single player differently. I’m a 
player who likes to be challenged and is driven 
through frustration and competition, and the 
way that I’m coached is specific to that. The way 
he talks to each player is so specific to what they 

need. That’s what helps us to grow individually, 
but that also adds to our team growth. Our team 
would not be where we are if it wasn’t for Coach. 

Frances At the beginning of the season, I was so 
quick to doubt myself and make a joke out of 
that—“I’m going to be on JV again, somebody’s 
going to take my spot.” Coach would say, “If 
you keep working, you will earn your spot here.” 
Every time I came to practice early, he was there 
early too. He dedicated his life to us for the past 
three months, and that paid off hugely for us. 

Nicole When someone’s expecting a lot of you, you 
expect them to, in turn, be disappointed when you 
mess up. Because he had such high expectations 
of all of us, messing up was something that you 
thought was like—Oh my God, this is it. But 
every time you get off the court after a bad play, 
he always stands up and gives you a fist bump. 
That silent support was just really reassuring.

Coach Mastrocola I’ve coached probably 20 
or so different teams in my life, and this 
is the most fun that I’ve had coaching. 
They come to the gym every single 
day with a good attitude, ready to 
work. I think the biggest reason 
why things have turned around 
[for this team] is because of this 
group of seniors. The underclassmen 
are in a good position to lead the 
program going forward, and that’s 100 
percent because of what they’ve done. 
Their leadership by example has been 
phenomenal. 

Cristle When I took off my uniform for the last 
time, I looked at all the holes that I made in my 
elbows, and I got really sad. 

Frances Coach cried at our last game.

Coach Mastrocola I would like to go on record 
that I teared up. There was no precipitation. 

Noor He turned around for a good whole minute. 
He was crouched down. 

Coach Mastrocola A minute—it was more like five 
seconds. 

Frances It was SO long. It was like 45 seconds. J
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Adrian Watts '20 Among Delaware's Best Receivers

In August, Adrian Watts ’20 was selected as one of the top 75 football 

players to watch in Delaware by Wilmington News Journal reporter 

Brad Myers, and he did not fail to meet expectations, doing it all 

for the Saints this fall. He finished the season with 12 touchdowns 

(4 receiving, 4 rushing, 3 passing, 1 kickoff return) and a team-

leading 33 catches and 495 yards receiving, while completing 13 

of 24 passes for 335 yards, and also rushing for an additional 167 

yards. In October, Adrian was ranked in the News Journal as the #8 

wide receiver in the state for his outstanding play throughout the first 

five games of the season. At the close of the season, Adrian received 

2018 First Team All-Conference honors at both wide receiver and 

linebacker, and was named the team’s MVP. 

At-A-Glance
Jersey #5

Position WR, OLB

Ht/Wt 6'4", 205 lbs.

Grade Junior

Hometown Felton, DE
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Adrian Watts '20 Among Delaware's Best Receivers

Micah Turpin ’19 was named one of Delaware’s Mini Max High School Football 

Award winners for his football performance, academics, and community service 

during the 2018 season. The Mini Max Awards are given out to high school football 

players in each state by the Maxwell Football Club (MFC), a national organization 

founded in 1935 by then-owner of the Phildelphia Eagles Bert Bell to promote safety 

in football. MFC gives out a number of awards each year to professional, collegiate, 

and high school players. One of the 43 players named to the Delaware Mini Max list 

will be named Delaware High School Player of the Year in January 2019, and will 

then be eligible to compete for the MFC Jim Henry Award for Outstanding Player in 

the Region, encompassing Delaware, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey. 

Micah was recognized for a Mini Max Award for his 13 touchdowns (10 rushing, 

2 kickoff returns, 1 receiving) on the season. He closed out 2018 with 666 yards 

rushing on 123 carries, caught an additional 11 passes for 170 yards, and averaged 

32.3 yards per return on his 10 kickoff returns this year. Micah was named 2018 

First Team All-Conference at kick returner. Earlier in the season, he was nominated 

for Delaware Online’s October 1 Athlete of the Week for her performance against 

the Saint’s win over the George School on September 28. In that game, Micah put up 

24 carries for 300 years and a School record five touchdowns. 

At-A-Glance
Jersey #11

Position WR, FS

Ht/Wt 6'1", 190 lbs.

Grade Senior

Hometown Brooklyn, NY

Micah Turpin '19 receives 2018 Mini max Award
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GO SAINTS!
The girls JV and varsity cross-
country teams huddle before 
their Middletown Invitational 
races, held on St. Andrew’s 
trails on September 21.

^ Adrian Watts ’20 (left) blocks Thomas Cunningham 
’19 (right) during a "Run Game Shed" drill while 
their teammates look on during football preseason.

^ ((top) Students cheer wildly for Saints boys soccer 
through a round of penalty kicks during their state 
tournament quarterfinal game against Archmere. 

^ ((bottom) The Saints varsity field hockey team is all 
smiles after their 2-1 win over Tatnall to close out the 
season on November 1.
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^ The boys varsity soccer team peps themselves 
up just before the second half of their October 2 
game against Tower Hill. The Saints “toppled the 
tower” 1-0 in overtime; Nick Loh ’19 scored the 
game-winning goal with just over two minutes 
remaining.

^ Members of the boys cross-country team show 
their approval for Blake Hundley ’20, who took 
home the gold at the Middletown Invitational, 
crossing the finish line in 16:24 and leading the 
team to a first-place finish.
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SCENE AROUND CAMPUS
Art Majors Mayela Lumban-Gaol ’19 and 

Nicole Lopez ’19 work on ink wash drawings 
under the big oak tree in front of Founders.
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CREATIVE CAMPUS
Andrean Ensemble singers 
rehearse in Engelhard 
Hall prior to their Parents 
Weekend performance. You 
can watch that performance 
and many others from this 
fall at livestream.com/
sasdelaware.

^ Director of Dance Avi Gold models choreography 
for his afternoon dance students on stage in 
Engelhard.

^ As seen on Instagram: (Katerina Kourpas ’19 
settles in to paint in watercolor on the retention 
pond dock during Pond Day. The outdoor 
watercolor session was led by visual arts teacher 
Navanjali Kelsey. Follow @sas_visualarts on 
Instagram for more content from the canvas at 
St. Andrew’s!
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^ As seen on Instagram: Nadia Holcomb ’19 works 
the sound booth during the @forbestheatre fall 
production of David and Lisa. 

^ More BTS in the Forbes Theatre: the cast of 
David and Lisa mugs for Theatre Director Ann 
Taylor’s camera on opening night on October 26 
(this photo also nabbed from the @forbestheatre 
Instagram account).
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“You learn the ways of St. Andrew’s—
its values, culture, practices—while 

the School learns from your own 
individual gifts. St. Andrew’s becomes 

part of you, and you make St. Andrew’s 
what it is by being who you are.”

ST. ANDREW’S
M A G A Z I N E



Open Minds Mission Statement

One of the hallmarks of a St. Andrew's education should be the ability to think independently. This skill 
can be learned through a teaching process that consistently reinforces a commitment to resist stereotypes 

and superficial conclusions and always emphasizes the importance of engaging with and considering a 
diverse set of facts, opinions, and perspectives. 

Changes in technology, in the media, in our politics, and in the way we live and communicate have acceler-
ated the polarity in our culture. There is increasing evidence that our country is self-segregating, allowing 

more people to exist within narrow echo chambers that only reinforce pre-existing narratives and beliefs. As 
a country we are losing the ability to elect leaders who can be that critical connective tissue that allows us 

to bridge the divide and solve pressing economic, social, and cultural questions.

As a diverse and fully residential educational community we have a unique ability to be proudly count-
er-cultural and to re-double our commitment to both academic and human excellence by celebrating the 

power of diversity and the value of civility and respect. 

EXCERPTS FROM CHAPEL TALKS AND ESSAYS WRITTEN THIS FALL AT 
ST. ANDREW’S, INSPIRED BY THE SCHOOL’S NEW OPEN MINDS INITIATIVE
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THE SPARK OF THE DIVINE
JENNIFER PURYEAR P’17,’19

We are an imperfect union, here in America. We have been from the start. But our 
ideas—our foundation ideas of freedom, of liberty and justice for all—are good, and 
have advanced greatly since our founding. 

Most importantly, we want to keep improving ourselves. People of all political views 
and walks of life want a more perfect union. What worries me—and you too, maybe—is 
the way we’ve been talking about our self-improvement. Our civic life has been so angry. 

Reading a book can help us form a perfect union by giving us perspective. By helping 
us appreciate the freedom of speech and belief that we share. Maybe it helps us talk to 
each other a little differently if we are reminded of how special—and honestly, unusual, 
in the course of human history—these freedoms are. Freedom of speech is not at its best 
a weapon. It is a way of living together, and talking together, openly. Constructively. 
Passionately—of course, passionately! But with respect.

I wish our civic life were more like much of community life in America. Community 
life can be found everywhere that our lives intersect in public places—in grocery stores 
and restaurants, parks and hospitals. At gas stations and malls. At Walmart. 

I think about the Hampton Inn in Middletown, Delaware. I’ve been staying at the 
Hampton Inn for going on six years now, and I know quite a few of the front desk 
employees and housekeepers by name or by face. Sunshine and Rochelle are my special 
friends.

I watch people coming and going at the Hampton. There are wedding parties and 
business travelers, an occasional church service in the conference room, a birthday party 
last night. People of color, people not of color. You’ve got St. Andrew’s families in the 
mix. I suspect every political persuasion is represented. We’re all enjoying that delicious 
complimentary breakfast in the morning!

We’re all in it together at the Hampton. Sunshine and Rochelle and me and the others.  
We can talk to whoever we want to and we can say whatever we want. And people are 
kind to each other at the Hampton.  Is it too much to say that we see the spark of the 
divine in each other there? You can find it anywhere you seek it. We shouldn’t forget the 
blessings of the Hampton Inn. 
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“Giving space to an idea” is a way 
of enacting the culture of kindness 

and respect that we cultivate 
in every area of this school.

GIVING SPACE TO AN IDEA
ELIZABETH ROACH

Dean of Teaching & Learning

After modeling for freshmen a class discussion on Sing, Unburied, Sing last Saturday, 
Sue Kim ’19 beautifully said, “It’s important to give space to an idea. It’s a hard thing to 
do because we’re all inside our own heads—we’re all thinking about our own ideas and 
what we want to say, so it can be difficult to listen, really listen to what someone else is 
saying.” 

I’ve been thinking about the notion of “giving space to an idea” and how we all 
need to practice this essential skill all the time. On one 
level, we need to teach our students the importance of 
listening, but we also need to practice this skill ourselves 
as we engage with students as well as our colleagues. Too 
often, we are “inside our own heads” or only concerned 
with our own agenda, our own objective, our own idea. 
“Giving space to an idea” is a way of enacting the culture 
of kindness and respect that we cultivate in every area 
of this school. It’s a way for us to engage in scholarly 
discourse and professional development. And it’s a way 

for us to respect and honor each other every day in every conversation. It’s also a way for 
us to learn from one another, especially our students, like Sue Kim.
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THE OPPOSITE OF TRUTH
PHIL WALSH

Classics and English Faculty

I’m speculating here, but it seems to me 
that the daily dramas of global politics 
command so much of our bandwidth that 
we become distracted. As hours turn to 
days, days turn to weeks, weeks turn to 
months, and months turn to years, the 
drama is normalized, and that distraction 
evolves into forgetfulness: we forget who 
we are and what really matters. The news 
has metamorphosed into a can’t-miss 
reality show; many of our national leaders 
are now ever-auditioning entertainers, 
whose words and deeds only deepen 
cynicism, tribalism, and incivility. 

Equally problematic are the algorithmic 
pastimes of social media, which induce 
additional symptoms of forgetfulness. 
They habituate us into focusing on the 
quick and the superficial, at a time when 
we need more than ever to be thinking 
about nuance and context. They seduce us 
with the appearance of community, but in 
the end they leave us lonely, angry, fearful, 
and desperate. 

If unchecked, this forgetfulness will 
lock us up in an “ideological mansion,” 
to borrow Mr. Speers’ phrase from a 
few weeks ago. Metaphorically living 
in a majestic residence our lives may 
be pleasant, but at great cost. Will we 
remember what we may be missing: the 

value of service, the importance of family, 
the meaning of patriotism, the dignity 
of faith, the capacity of love, the joy of 
disagreement? What do inhabitants of 
a mansion know if only a mansion they 
know?

At St. Andrew’s, 
we are fortunate 
because we have 
this private space, 
this Chapel pro-
gram, in which 
members of our 
community inspire 
us with their own 
stories of service, family, patriotism, 
faith, love, and disagreement. Our Chapel 
program is a powerful corrective to our 
forgetfulness; it helps us to recalibrate, 
remember, and begin again. It seems to me 
that our commitment to remember—to 
excavate, when we find them, the buried 
giants in our history and in our lives—
pushes us toward the truth—or ἀλήθεια in 
ancient Greek. The Greeks are always wise 
and perceptive, and it’s very interesting that 
the etymological opposite of ἀλήθεια (the 
truth) is λήθη, the word for forgetfulness.

OPEN MINDS  / 

Our Chapel program is a 
powerful corrective to our 
forgetfulness; it helps us 
to recalibrate, remember, 

and begin again.
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SHOW UP & LISTEN 
HANNAH MURPHY ’19

Three thousand and fifty-one. Three 
thousand and fifty-one kids lost a part 
of who they were on September 11, 
2001. And I was one of those 3,051 kids. 
However, what makes me different from 
many of them is that I live three and a 
half hours away from New York City, so 
I didn’t grow up in the community of 9/11 
families that was formed after. 

We had just moved into my great-
grandmother’s house in small-town 
Easton, Maryland the week before. My 
dad had come home that weekend to spend 
time with the three of us and help my 
mom unpack. He then went back to work 
Monday, September 10. 
We weren’t in the city on 
that Tuesday; we weren’t 
a part of the chaos and 
confusion that took 
place. Instead, my mom 
held my sister and me as 
we watched very clearly 
and quietly our lives fall 
apart right on live TV. 

I was only four months 
old, and I don’t remember feeling that pain 
on September 11 that was greater than 
just the loss of my dad. Instead, I grew up 
thinking 9/11 was something only I really 
dealt with, not something I shared with 
3,050 other kids. I grew up surrounded by 
friends who all had two parents, who had 
dads to take them to the daddy-daughter 
dances, while I was alone, struggling to 
understand why this had to have happened 
to me. And as I grew up I thought I figured 
out my method of grieving. I found it 
easiest and best to just block everyone out 
when I would have moments of sadness... 
My dad died seventeen years ago, but I 
still haven’t been able to recover 
from it. I never wanted to 
look stupid for not being 
able to move on, or look 
weak because I still cried 
about it, so I held it in. 
But until you talk about 
what you are going 

through, that pain will only grow deeper 
and deeper. 

My biggest advice for all of you is to 
simply share and talk about what you are 
dealing with. Don’t think you can suppress 
your emotions until they go away. Don’t 
think that no one wants to listen, or hear 
what you are going through because we 
do. 

In my application to become a peer 
counselor this year, I wrote about a 
lesson I learned within my first couple 
days of freshman year. I wrote about the 
first time I opened up to someone about 
my dad. It was the first week of school 

and with 9/11 quickly 
approaching I was 
feeling more and more 
lonely. My roommate, 
Piper Ackermann ’19, 
and I had become super-
close super-quickly, 
staying up until 1:00 
a.m. talking every night. 
And one night I finally 
decided to share with 

her my story and a bit of the pain I was 
dealing with. I was terrified to let myself 
be vulnerable, thinking that by sharing I 
would look weak or like I was trying to 
get attention. However, Piper showed me 
she really wanted to listen. Piper was the 
first person at St. Andrew’s to really show 
me the value of opening up about anything 
and everything that was on my mind. That 
whole year she and I created a relationship 
based on always being there for each other, 
whether it was just to listen or to give 
each other advice when asked for. And the 
lesson I learned late that night in our room 
has been one that I have carried with me 

every day throughout my past 
three years at St. Andrew’s. We 

can not all fix each other’s 
problems or setbacks in 
life, but just by showing 
up and listening, we 
can help each other in 
monumental ways.

Don’t think that no one 
wants to listen, or hear 

what you are going 
through, because we do. 
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CITIZENS OF ST. ANDREW’S
ANA RAMIREZ

Chair, Modern Languages Department

Creating real change requires continued movement and partnership-building. It requires 
a deeper examination of who we are and who we want to be as a nation. It implores us to 
embrace interdependence and each other’s views and beliefs so we can sew back together 
the rupture in our shared humanity that the country is experiencing. It demands from 
us, as citizens and leaders, greater emotional intelligence, listening, collaboration, and 
understanding in all levels of discourse and action.

Although the road we must build will take time, creativity, and effort, I am hopeful 
of schools like St. Andrew’s, the fruitful grounds where 
interdependency is learned, developed, and practiced. 
For many of you, coming to SAS for the first time is 
like coming to a new country—with its own culture, 
values, and language. One has emigrated from home to 
this new land of opportunity, in search of education, 
friendships, and new experiences. One arrives with 
a sense of self developed at home and your previous 
school. As an “immigrant,” one first walks the hallways, 
dorms, and classrooms of St. Andrew’s attentive to the 

“citizens” of the School—returning students, faculty, and staff. Unlike the oath sworn 
by new U.S. citizens, who must proclaim their faithfulness to only one country, SAS 
honors your process of acculturation, relationship, and prior citizenship. You learn the 
ways of St. Andrew’s—its values, culture, and practices—while the School learns from 
your own individual gifts. In this sense, you experience interdependence, as St. Andrew’s 
becomes part of you, and you make St. Andrew’s what it is by being who you are. In the 
classrooms, halls, fields, and dorms, you grant each other respect, learn from one another 
through listening and dialogue, show responsibility toward one another, and piece 
together the fabric for leadership that is so necessary today. In this process, you become 
a St. Andrew’s citizen. But you do not have to wait until you receive your diploma—your 
“legal change of status”—to enact your citizenship. The country and the world are in 
urgent need of humanity. Think about the ways in which you and your surroundings are 
interdependent, what you care for most, what leadership qualities and behaviors suit you 
best, and develop them. In so doing, be loyal and faithful to the country you love and 
have not lost yet.

You can listen to Ana, Phil, and Jennifer’s Chapel Talks in full at standrews-de.org/podcast. 
Read Hannah’s Chapel Talk in full at standrews-de.org/hannah.

Ultimately, being a St. Andrew’s citizen 
is to practice interdependence between 
ourselves, the country, and the world. 
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[Video introduction — Louis Armstrong, “Black and Blue”]

Fifteen summers ago I stood in the now defunct Borders bookstore in downtown 
Boston with my summer reading list in hand. I was on my lunch break from my summer 
job where I interned at the Dreyfus Fund, specializing in private wealth management. I 
stared at the book names listed on the page. Seniors will soon know well the process of 
the exhibition. A student must choose and read a work of literature, research and write 
an essay on it, and discuss that essay in a rigorous oral. Among many options, on my 
list were Memoirs of a Geisha, How the Garcia Girls Lost Their Accents, Jane Eyre, The 
Chaneysville Incident, and The Sound and the Fury. My finger trailed the spines of fiction 
titles in a display labeled “Best Books.” I hovered over the maroon-colored binding, then 
picked up Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man. I scanned that first sentence, “I am an invisible 
man.” Intrigued, my 17-year-old eyes read on:

No, I am not a spook like those who haunted Edgar Allan Poe; nor am I one 
of your Hollywood-movie ectoplasms. I am a man of substance, of flesh and bone, 
fiber and liquids—and I might even be said to possess a mind. I am invisible, 
understand, simply because people refuse to see me...When they approach me they 
see only my surroundings, themselves, or figments of their imagination—indeed, 
everything and anything except me.

This sounded like some kind of horror book. Granted, there are some terrifying and 
otherworldly elements in the text, yes—when treachery is revealed, when sudden violence 
occurs—but not what I expected. The shock of the novel lay, not necessarily in the gruesome 
or the bloody (though that certainly is present), but in Ellison’s ability to utterly baffle me 
and then, in other moments, to probe the hidden most parts of my consciousness. I didn’t 
know it then, but this one reading assignment would be the beginning of an intense thought 
relationship. 

I’ll share today some of my meditations on Invisible Man, those that began at 17 and 
continue still. My most recent realizations coming just a couple of days ago after a brief 
conversation with Nicole Lopez ’19 as we walked back to L Dorm, and then yesterday at 
sit-down lunch with Mia Beams. I’m afraid I can’t share my final exhibition paper with 
you—it’s been lost. What remains are notes I found in a dusty box in my parents’ basement 
and an old copy of the book. The paper itself has disappeared; written pre-Google Docs and 
in a computer lab in the current husk of Amos Hall. I have spent many an hour submerged 
in the rich and troubling world crafted as much by Ellison’s gritty imagination as it was 
by the social, political, and intellectual issues facing America in the early 20th century. 
Problems that resonate as much now in 2018 as they did in 1952 when the novel was first 
published. We, too, as a nation grapple with the realities of societal alienation and racial 
disenfranchisement. We, too, are grasping at peace. 

Meditations on 

I nv i s i b i l i tY
15 Years with Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man
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I have reread Invisible Man every July or August, returning sometimes to my favorite chapters, or just 
a line, other summers reading it in its entirety. The nameless protagonist (identified by name only as an 
“Invisible Man”), has been a companion. Just as any friend can be supportive and frustrating, his at times 
puzzling reflections have been an unlikely assistant in my own pursuit to understand who I am. One of 
my favorite lines early in the novel is when Invisible Man says, “But that’s getting too far ahead of the 
story, almost to the end, although the end is in the beginning and lies far ahead.” This line—“the end is 
in the beginning and lies far ahead”—has driven me bonkers for years, spiraling in my brain. It makes 
no sense, but is so fascinating. The end (whatever that means—it could be the end of a story, the end of a 
relationship, the end of a sentence) is intimately connected to the beginning of something else. There is a 
cyclical nature to things, Ellison contends, a thinness in the boundaries between where or how we finish 
one thing and where or how we begin another. I am acutely aware of this point as we begin the school 
year—many of my own commitments from last year concluded are fresh in this new beginning with all 
of you. 

I am getting a little ahead of myself, but since we are still in the beginning, I’ll share what’s in the 
end—why this book has persisted in my life for so long. Three reasons: One, I have yet to read another 
book that forces me to wrestle with my relationship to myself and how I relate to those around me. Two, 
this story is epic; it’s literally an epic. Ellison echoes Homer’s Odyssey, James Joyce’s Ulysses, and Herman 
Melville’s Moby Dick intentionally to cement the mythical and colossal journey of his titular character. 
Three, Ellison is a tinkerer of words. His language is unparalleled in its depth and its brutality. I have read 
some of the oldest epics to date in their original Greek, Latin, and Egyptian Hieroglyph. Ellison’s English 
is, I must say, my favorite. With Invisible Man he offers a comparative study of humanity in a way no 
other epic poem quite achieves to me. He blends the grotesque and the mundane, comedy and violence, 
contorting time itself to tell his story. 

I promise I will not distill all 581 pages. Today I’ll only share a few moments that represent the 
complexity of this work. The novel catalogues the journey of a black man, recently graduated from high 
school, who dreams of becoming a great orator, a spokesman for the social and political advancement of 
his race. Some major themes to be aware of include the intersections between blindness and sight, darkness 
and light, truth and lies, trust and deception. There is also something happening with the color blue that I 
have yet to discern. Blue shows up everywhere and I still haven’t figured out why. Maybe I’ll figure it out 
next summer. 

For me, the most urgent element of this text has always been about visibility. Or rather, the tension 
between seeing and being seen; between others’ perception of me and my reality. Invisible Man’s stumbling 
search for certainty in who he is and how he navigates his own beleaguered quest for the truth of self-
definition has compelled me. We need a little historical context both for the author and his time in order 
to better understand what has led to that first sentence assertion, “I am an invisible man.” 

Ellison grew up in Oklahoma and then in Indiana. He was an athlete, playing both tackle and running 
back on his high school football team. He was also an excellent student, ultimately winning a state 

scholarship to attend a prestigious black college in Alabama called the Tuskegee 
Institute.1 He attended Tuskegee after being initially denied admission. He got 
rejected from college the first time around and it was alright! He earned the 
1953 National Book Award and later two Presidents Medals from Lyndon B. 
Johnson and Ronald Reagan, so I think he did pretty well. 

The university’s orchestra was in need of a trumpet player that year and 
Ellison’s musical talent helped him to gain admission in 1933. His passion for 
music, his love of audio technology, literature, and photography took him north 
to New York. He moved to Harlem where he met among others the black literary 
giants and artists Richard Wright, Langston Hughes, and Romare Bearden, 
who encouraged him to pursue fiction writing. In his 1948 essay, “Harlem is 
Nowhere,” Ellison wrote about the singular possibilities of Harlem, then known 
as the “culture capital of black America.”2 He wrote: 

1 Bishop, Jack. Ralph Ellison. Philadelphia: Chelsea House Publishers, 2001.
2 Als, Hilton. “In the Territory: A Look at the Life of Ralph Ellison.” The New Yorker, May 7, 2007.

We, too, as a nation 
grapple with the 
realities of societal 
alienation and racial 
disenfranchisement. 
We, too, are 
grasping at peace. 
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Here the grandchildren of those who possessed no written literature examine 
their lives through the eyes of Freud and Marx, Kierkegaard and Kafka, Malraux and 
Sartre. For this is a world in which the major energy of the imagination goes not into 
creating works of art but into overcoming the frustrations of social discrimination. 
Not quite citizens and yet Americans, full of the tensions of modern man but regarded 
as primitives, Negro Americans are in desperate search for an identity. Rejecting 
the second-class status assigned them, they feel alienated and their whole lives have 
become a search for answers to the questions Who am I, What am I, Why am I, and 
Where?” 3

Harlem gave Ellison the opportunity to gain a new perspective on the African 
American experience. His questions articulate the challenge of black men and women in 
post-Reconstruction, Jim Crow America. Today, too, we must engage what it looks like 
to live fully in a multi-racial democracy and what it feels like to allow each citizen to 
enjoy, unmolested, those rights. 

I didn’t know any of this the first time I read Invisible Man, but the scholarship I’ve 
read in the intervening years has allowed me to articulate what, even at 17, drew me to 
this book. Ellison’s probing questions of identity, the “Who am I?, What am I?, Why am I?, and Where?” 
and those responses formulated by his anonymous narrator have prompted me to return again and again 
to this text at every stage of my life. 

This summer I flipped through my first copy of the book and reviewed an annotation from my 18-year-
old self. It’s the line we heard earlier that reads, “I am invisible, understand, simply because people refuse 
to see me.” My annotation says, How can he be visible if no one sees him? It was the summer before I 
entered college. I know how old I was because the second summer I read the novel I began to date my 
annotations. In this moment I know I was worried about being in a new place, making friends, and being 
seen by those around me. Seen as what? I’m not sure exactly. Probably, I wanted people to see me as 
funny, mysterious even, and smart. In the upper margin nearby, almost as if in response to my pre-college 
question, was a black-inked note dated from my 25-year-old self. No one controls the sight of you. You 
are your own person. Don’t depend on others, I wrote. This was written just a few months before I got 
married. Clearly I was working through something there around independence… You can understand 
now, how I have wondered for fifteen years, What does it mean to be seen? What are the consequences of 
being invisible? These final two questions are actually annotations from my 22-year-old self, post-college 
and moving across the country to California to attend graduate school for the first time.

Invisible Man has, for a long time, forced me to challenge my assumptions about how I understand 
the world. At the novel’s outset, Ellison immediately turns the reader’s perception on its head. The book is 
told from a hole underground—an actual hole, a place identified as having a certain quality of “acoustical 
deadness.” Invisible Man recounts his memoir from the protection of his hole; it is his “home.” He says:

Now don’t jump to the conclusion that because I call my home a “hole” it is damp and cold 
like a grave; there are cold holes and warm holes. Mine is a warm hole. And remember, a bear 
retires to his hole for the winter and lives until spring… I say all this to assure you that it is 
incorrect to assume that, because I’m invisible and live in a hole, I am dead. I am neither dead 
nor in a state of suspended animation.

Ellison is defying our notion of space, form, and sight. We might think holes are cold. His is warm. He 
is thriving, not dead in a grave. Invisible Man continues: 

My hole is warm and full of light… And I love light. Perhaps you’ll think it strange that an 
invisible man should need light, desire light, love light. But maybe it is exactly because I am 
invisible. Light confirms my reality, gives birth to my form.

3 Ellison, Ralph Waldo. "Harlem Is Nowhere." Harper's Magazine. August 2014. Accessed August 26, 2018. https://harpers.org/archive/2014/08/harlem-
is-nowhere-2/.
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Again, Ellison challenges our preconceived notions. We might think holes are shrouded in darkness, 
Invisible Man’s is suffused with light. 1,369 light bulbs to be exact—he is precise, showing us exactly how 
wrong our assumption is about the darkness and quality of his home. From the beginning of this story we 
know that he has withdrawn from society, living alone after surviving multiple deceptions at the hands 
of those whom he once trusted. He exists in a state he calls “hibernation.” We might assume this state of 
hibernatory aloneness is unfortunate. It isn’t. We don’t know the circumstances surrounding his isolation 
yet, but we do know that Invisible Man’s reclusion is a choice, hard-won and satisfying. 

So this guy is in a warm, bright hole. It’s also a hole full of sound. He is enveloped by music. Jazz, 
specifically, figures critically into the novel as it did in Ellison’s life. Music is everywhere in this book, 
making listening a vital component to my reading experience. Music appears overtly in the resonant, achy 
measures of Louis Armstrong. You heard Armstrong’s song “Black and Blue” as you entered this hole 
of ours today. This same song reverberates throughout the novel. Invisible Man says, “Louis bends the 
military instrument into a beam of lyrical sound.” Ellison is making an explicit connection here between 
sound and sight. He refers to the playing of the trumpet, identifying the notes of Armstrong’s music as 
giving shape to his invisibility.

He says, “Perhaps I like Louis Armstrong because he’s made poetry out of being invisible. I think it 
must be because he’s unaware that he is invisible. And my own grasp of invisibility aids me to understand 
his music.” There is a reciprocity between the music itself and his invisibility—each one making the other 
possible. The sonorous melody of “Black and Blue” emerging as comfort and confirmation of his invisible 
form. Ellison is inviting us here to use one sense (in this case hearing) to enable another (sight). 

This sensory correlation is intensified in large and small moments throughout the text. It is the outraged 
russell of opening a letter of condemnation, it is the rambunctious shouting at a political rally, or the muted 
crunch of gritting teeth. Ellison creates a sonic experience that, sometimes even in the same instance, can 
be quiet and deafening. 

At this point, you might be wondering “What makes a person invisible?” or “Why are there musicians 
on stage?” or even “What is she talking about?” I’m still figuring that out! Remember, in the lines that I 
annotated Invisible Man says that he is “invisible simply because people refuse to see” him and yet, he 
proudly and repeatedly declares his invisibility. He owns it, and I think maybe it’s that self-awareness 
which allows him to embrace his invisibility fully. Recall that Invisible Man is African-American. Though 
we receive no substantive indication of what he looks like—no clear description of his face, his height, or 
skin tone—we know he is black. We know that at one point he was eager to attend college and that by 
the end of the story he is secluded in a hole. We also learn that his withdrawal is intimately connected to 
his race, to his identity as a black man. But why? Is it the laws of Jim Crow? Is it the legacy of slavery? 
Is it Invisible Man himself? What is it that renders him invisible? I don’t necessarily have all of the 

answers—you’ll have to read the book and come to your 
own conclusions. Spoiler alert: It’s everything! What I will 
say is that, perhaps the most fundamental element of his 
invisibility—what gives us a clue about why he is invisible, 
is its source. He says:

Nor is my invisibility a matter of a biochemical 
accident to my epidermis. That invisibility to which I 
refer occurs because of a peculiar disposition of the 
eyes of those with whom I come in contact. A matter 
of the construction of their inner eyes, those eyes with 
which they look through their physical eyes upon 
reality.

Close your eyes. Try to feel if there is a “peculiar” place 
in your inner eye that creates a blindspot in your mind; a 
place that renders others or yourself invisible. I try to do 
this every so often to see if there is indeed a physical space 
that controls my unconscious responses to people. I want 
to test myself, to learn if Invisible Man is right. 
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What does that even mean? “What does that even mean?” is also one of my original annotations, 
written near the line about “the construction of their inner eyes.” What does that even mean? What I think 
Invisible Man is doing in this line is asserting that, yes, someone can affirm or deny his existence. He’s 
also establishing his unique power to determine the 
tangibility of his own form. Someone can “refuse” 
to see him, but if he embraces that refusal it is a 
rejection on his own terms. It is a repudiation of that 
individual’s (even society’s) assessment of him. Have 
you ever wanted to reject someone else’s estimation 
of your worth? Push back on what message society 
gives you about your value in it? 

Ellison proclaims that it is not actually Invisible 
Man who has the problem of sight or physical 
form. It is not a science experiment gone wrong or 
accident of transparency that renders him invisible. Rather it is the error of those looking at him through 
their own flawed vision. It is all of us looking out and not seeing him. Throughout the novel Invisible 
Man encounters characters, black and white, male and female, who fail to see him. These named others 
manipulate him for their own purposes and seek to make themselves stronger by controlling his speech 
and actions. In some instances that exploitation comes from those people whom Invisible Man trusts the 
most—his mentors. “A matter of the construction of their inner eyes,” he says. It is not him. It is them. 

We’re getting to the beginning of the end now, and I want to share a brief, dreamlike scene to illustrate 
the location of invisibility in the eyes of others. Invisible Man recounts an experience between himself and 
a blonde man walking on the street. You will witness Davis Scott ’19 and Mr. Gilheany enact a tableau 
choreographed by Ms. Wilson. It is one of the most gripping scenes in the novel’s opening. You’ll hear the 
disembodied voice of Mr. Dave Myers. Like Invisible Man as he listens to Louis Armstrong, try to hear 
and see the beats of invisibility. You can look or listen, or do both. Either way, I want you to consider the 
dynamic role that lack of vision plays in the interaction between these two strangers. 

[“Bump” scene from the Prologue, voiceover]

One night I accidentally bumped into a man, and perhaps because of the near darkness he 
saw me and called me an insulting name. I sprang at him, seized his coat lapels and demanded 
that he apologize. He was a tall blond man, and as my face came close to his he looked insolently 
out of his blue eyes and cursed me, his breath hot in my face as he struggled. I pulled his chin 
down sharp upon the crown of my head, butting him as I had seen the West Indians do, and I 
felt his flesh tear and the blood gush out, and I yelled, “Apologize! Apologize!” But he continued 
to curse and struggle, and I butted him again and again until he went down heavily on his knees, 
profusely bleeding. I kicked him repeatedly, in a frenzy because he still uttered insults though 
his lips were frothy with blood. Oh, yes, I kicked him! And in my outrage I got out my knife 
and prepared to slit his throat, right there beneath the lamplight in the deserted street, holding 
him in the collar with one hand, and opening the knife with my teeth—when it occurred to me 
that the man had not seen me, actually; that he, as far as he knew, was in the midst of a walking 
nightmare! And I stopped the blade, slicing the air as I pushed him away, letting him fall back to 
the street. I stared at him hard as the lights of a car stabbed through the darkness. He lay there, 
moaning on the asphalt; a man almost killed by a phantom. It unnerved me. I was both disgusted 
and ashamed. I was like a drunken man myself, wavering about on weakened legs. Then I was 
amused: Something in this man’s thick head had sprung out and beaten within an inch of his life. 
I began to laugh at this crazy discovery. Would he have awakened at the point of death? Would 
Death himself have freed him for wakeful living? But I didn’t linger. I ran away into the dark, 
laughing so hard I feared I might rupture myself. The next day I saw his picture in the Daily 
News, beneath a caption stating that he had been “mugged.” Poor fool, poor blind fool, I thought 
with sincere compassion, mugged by an invisible man!

Have you ever wanted to reject 
someone else’s estimation of 
your worth? Push back onwhat 
message society gives you 
about your value in it?
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This scene has always harbored a controlled wildness in it to me. The accidental, peripheral mistake 
of bumping into another person (such a commonplace action!) elicits vitriol from the white man. What 
does he see or feel in the closeness of that small collison that causes him to call out an insulting word? 
What is the word? Even after fifteen years it’s still remarkable to me that Ellison doesn’t include on the 
page what the insult is. But every time I read this text I hear the same racial slur, springing forth from the 
unwritten just as Invisible Man did to demand that apology. Where in my brain does the sound of the 
insult come from if I don’t see it on the page? What word did you hear as you watched and listened? The 
quick violence, the pushing and kicking in frustration, Invisible Man’s preparation for murder. It all ends 
in the quiet of a moan and with deranged laughter. These sounds signal a realization that the blonde man 
had “not actually seen him”—that he does not recognize Invisible Man as human. He is a “phantom”, 
a part of a “nightmare.” The comprehension of his perceived lack of humanity leaves Invisible Man 
“unnerved,” “amused,” “disgusted,” and “ashamed.” What still remains curious to me is that the blonde 
man’s inability to see Invisible Man leads to pity and then compassion. He says “with sincere compassion,” 
“poor fool, poor blind fool… mugged by an invisible man!” How could he blame the blonde man for the 
very construction of his eyes?

It isn’t just his race that renders Invisible Man invisible. It is not so clear as black and white. It is also 
the expectations placed upon Invisible Man by the blonde man’s eyes that produce his invisibility. Blonde 
man, assuming he is a threat, hurls insults at Invisible Man. In other moments, it is his black teachers and 
even family members whose expectations echo out, beating a drum for Invisible Man’s obedience. He 
must go to a certain school, must speak a certain way, must contribute to society in a certain way. It is also 
Invisible Man’s early and tacit agreement that he accept and adopt what they expect him to be that makes 
him invisible. There is a repeated narrative pattern of people around Invisible Man telling him who he is, 
how to act, and who to be. 

They use their eyes and their assumptions to give him form, and for a time, he willingly embraces the 
identities they cloak him with. What he comes to realize is that for most of his life, he had been searching 
for the answers of who he was in the wrong places. In the end of his story, Invisible Man says:

All my life I had been looking for something, 
and everywhere I turned someone tried to 
tell me what it was. I accepted their answers 
too, though they were often in contradiction 
and even self-contradictory. I was naive. I 
was looking for myself and asking everyone 
except myself questions which I, and only I 
could answer. It took me a long time and much 
painful boomeranging of my expectations to 
achieve a realization that everyone else appears 
to have been born with: That I am nobody but 
myself. But first I had to discover that I am an 
invisible man!

The ways in which other characters manipulate 
him actually reveal the pervasiveness of their self-interest, enabling Invisible Man to stop looking to others 
for who he is, and to look instead within himself. His confidence, his lack of compliance, has illuminated 
my own search to pinpoint the relationship between how I am seen in the world and how I see myself. 
It was in a that conversation on the way back to dorm that something finally clicked for me in that line, 
“I am nobody but myself.” It is Invisible Man’s acceptance of who he is on his own terms, and not the 
preferences or assumptions of others, that make him powerful. He might be living in a hole, but the light 
of his self-awareness, his self-definition, and his music radiate.

I don’t know how I missed that for so long!. How I missed this reality that other people will likely see 
what they want to see in me and that recognizing that fact actually makes me powerful. I recently had the 
experience on move in day of someone asking me what grade I was in. “The 33rd grade,” I responded with 
a laugh. They looked perplexed. You see, how I appear may be interpreted through the eyes of others, but 
who I am is determined by me alone. I am a woman, a mother, a wife, an educator; always I am a student. 

I am a woman, a mother, a wife, an 
educator; always I am a student. 
I am the daughter of immigrants. 
I am impatient and critical. I am 
also intimately familiar with the 
weight of others’ expectations 
of who I should be.
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I am the daughter of immigrants. I am impatient and critical. I am also intimately familiar with the weight 
of others’ expectations of who I should be. “I am nobody but myself,” Invisible Man says, his certainty 
offering a mold for my own. 

For the first time this summer I read the introduction to the novel, written on the book’s 30th 
anniversary. In it Ellison outlines his motivations for writing the book. I am not a crier, but the first time I 
read this I nearly did. So penetrating and timely are his  words. Ellison writes:

So if the ideal of achieving a true political 
equality eludes us in reality—as it continues 
to do—there is still available that fictional 
vision of an ideal democracy in which the 
actual combines with the ideal and gives us 
representations of a state of things in which the 
highly placed and the lowly, the black and the 
white, the northerner and the southerner, the 
native-born and the immigrant are combined to 
tell us of transcendent truths and possibilities 
such as those discovered when Mark Twain 
set Huck and Jim afloat on the raft. Which 
suggested to me that a novel could be fashioned 
as a raft of hope, perception and entertainment 
that might help keep us afloat as we tried to 
negotiate the snags and whirlpools that mark 
our nation’s vacillating course toward and away 
from the democratic ideal.

Ellison is spurring us on to pursue relentlessly and make real together that ideal of democracy that 
must be the American way. That’s why he wrote a novel about invisibility—to elucidate the darkness of 
our own intentional and yet arbitrary division. 

In her recently published work Race Sounds: The Art of Listening in African American Literature, one 
of the most respected scholars in my life on Invisible Man describes the opportunity in Ellison’s work. Dr. 
Nicole Brittingham Furlonge, former chair of the English Department here at St. Andrew’s and current 
Director of the Klingenstein Center at Teachers College, Columbia University, writes about Invisible Man. 
She concludes, “Here listening emerges as an ethical practice, one whose purpose largely is to hear and 
record those who are inaudible and, therefore, ignored.”4 Dr. Furlonge argues that embedded in the very 
act of listening there is a “public purpose,” one whose responsibility is to witness, and I would reckon, to 
document and in doing so to ameliorate the experience of those who have been silenced. It is those stories 
of “the highly placed and the lowly, the black and the white, the northerner and the southerner, the native-
born and the immigrant,” those are my stories and yours too, and when told and heard in concert with 
one another they bring us ever closer to the democratic ideal. The responsibility of seeing and listening 
ethically is the most challenging and most needed work that we can do. 

I have one final exercise for you. I’ve commissioned Mr. Geiersbach and our musicians to, like Louis 
Armstrong did for Invisible Man, give a kind of form to my invisibility. I have asked them for discordance 
and disillusionment, for tempered resentment, for joy. They will share an active and scholarly genre in the 
jazz world, one that I hope provokes you and makes you impatient, or even annoyed. As the musicians 
play, I hope you take apart the language of invisibility and reassemble it into coherence in your own mind, 
just as Invisible Man did. I hope you think on where you look to find the answers to those questions of 
self-definition that are so much a universal part of the human experience. I hope you stretch to hear those 
parts of yourself that are visible to the world and those that remain yet unseen. 

[Jazz Ensemble musicians play] 

4 Furlonge, Nicole Brittingham. Race Sounds: The Art of Listening in African American Literature. Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 2018.
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LUKE BAUMANN ’15

I spent the summer working at Nokia 
Bell Labs researching ways to build 
machine learning systems using 
deterministic finite state machines. 
If successful, these systems could 
classify data with accuracy close 
to convolutional neural networks, 
but work much faster. This is my 
second year working at the Artificial 
Intelligence Lab at Bell Labs.

LOUISA BELK ’16

I worked for a criminal justice and 
capital defense lawyer based in 
Washington, D.C. We defended clients 
for cases on capital murder, drugs, 
domestic violence, gang violence, 
immigration asylum, grand larceny, 
and assault of a police officer. I 
participated in meeting with clients, 
case investigation, court hearings, 
serving subpoenas, and writing up 
legal memos.

GRACE EGAN ’16

This summer I worked for an 
organization called Nasc, in Cork, 
Ireland. Nasc is an NGO that works 
with migrants and ethnic minorities 
and provides legal aid and assistance. 
They work to make sure migrants know 
their rights and have an understanding 
of Ireland’s immigration system and 
processes. I specifically worked on 
family reunification applications and 
am currently working on a report for 
their hate crime and racial reports 
archive.

COLIN COOL ’17

I spent this summer in Monterey, 
California, interning at the Naval 
Postgraduate School, where I 
researched with Dr. Joseph Klamo in 
systems engineering. The Navy has 
a number of vessels that operate in 
shallow water, so, using a tank and 
a wave machine, we measured the 

forces and effects of different waves 
on underwater vehicles operating near 
the surface of water. We tested different 
depths, wave heights, and geometries 
of the models of these Unmanned 
Underwater Vehicles (UUVs). As 
a Systems Engineering major, the 
experience gave me great exposure to 
data analysis, experimentation, and 
graduate-level research.

This summer, we surveyed three years’ worth of St. Andrew’s alums 
currently enrolled in college (the Classes of 2015, 2016, and 2017) to find 
out what they were up to during their breaks from school. Their answers 
were as varied, fascinating, and impressive as the students themselves.

ANTON DELGADO ’16

This summer I interned with Save the Children Jordan 
(SCJ) in their Advocacy, Media and Communications 
(AMC) Department. As an organization, the mission 
of SCJ is to achieve immediate and lasting change in 
children’s lives and to help children fulfill their potential. 
As a member of the AMC Department, I worked towards 
achieving this goal by documenting the stories of Syrian 
refugees and spreading them to audiences all over the 
world. Our office is based in Amman, but the bulk of our 
work happens in Azraq and Zaatari Refugee Camps. I 
was determined to work with SCJ this summer because 
I believe the Syrian Refugee Crisis will be a defining 
moment for my generation, and I wanted to do my part 
and make a difference by being a part of the solution.
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JENNA JAQUEZ ’16

I did two things this summer: I worked at my 
college campus store, and I was a volunteer doula. 
The volunteer doula job was really interesting; I 
helped pregnant women through their labors and 
births! It’s really awesome to be able to support 
women through their deliveries and provide them 
with acupressure for pain relief, as well as physical, 
mental, and emotional support. I am interested in 
working in the women’s health field in the future, so 
it’s great to be able to witness and get comfortable 
with labor and delivery, and also take steps toward 
my future career today.

JOHN MCARTHUR ’16

I spent the summer in Memphis conducting 
research on avian malaria prevalence in raptors. I 
also worked as a chess coach for a small Memphis 
chess camp.

LIVIA WALLICK ’16

I spent the spring semester studying abroad at 
Universidad de Carlos III in Madrid, Spain with the 
Vassar-Wesleyan Program. One of my favorite parts 
of the program was living with my host mother 
and learning Spanish through conversation over 
dinner. Taking all my classes in Spanish definitely 
required an adjustment, but I’m so glad that I had 
the opportunity to completely immerse myself in 
the language and culture. Attending classes at a 
public Spanish university was very different from 
seminars at Wesleyan, but I wouldn’t have had the 
opportunity had I not gone to Madrid. I knew I 
wanted to continue working on my Spanish over the 
summer, so I found a family that lives in Barcelona 
who wanted someone to look after their children 
and teach them English for the summer! I was very 
lucky to be a part of this family and to continue to 
improve my Spanish fluency.

FRANCIS KIGAWA ’17

I started off this summer touring 
Puerto Rico with my a capella group, 
The Doox Men of Yale, which was a 
blast! We sang in a range of venues, 
from a late-night outdoor food venue 
to a church that was still supplying 
its community with relief from 
Hurricane Maria last year. Later in 
the summer, I took a coding crash 
course called Horizons, which is 
an intensive 12-week program that 
teaches you how to be a full-stack 
developer in JavaScript. It’s been fun!

The volunteer doula job was really interesting; I helped pregnant 

women through their labors and births! It’s really awesome 

to be able to support women through their deliveries 

and provide them with acupressure for pain relief, 

as well as physical, mental, and emotional support.
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NIK MALHOTRA ’17

This summer, I interned at 
SiriusXM Radio in their 
Content Marketing department. 
Music and sports have always 
been passions of mine, both 
throughout my life and at SAS, 
and I’ve finally gotten to harness 
these interests in a professional 
setting. Some of the work I did 
included contractual overviews, 
brainstorming ideas for events, 
executing the obligations and 
desires of talent, and working 
with other departments within 
the company to ensure a fulfilling 
experience for SiriusXM 
subscribers. The highlight of 
my summer at SiriusXM was 
working an event at a U2 concert 
at the Apollo Theater! I really 
enjoyed my time at SiriusXM 
and hope to do more of this type 
of work in the future.

JOHN MCARTHUR ’16

I spent the summer in Memphis 
conducting research on avian 
malaria prevalence in raptors. I 
also worked as a chess coach for 
a small Memphis chess camp.

HAN NGUYEN ’16

I participated in Summer 
Scholars at Tufts, a program that 
provides funding for independent 
research. I did research on 
biomaterials, such as hydrogels, 
which are compatible and can be 
used to bridge the gap between 
biological/electronic systems. 
My two ongoing projects are 
cell-electronics integration and 
selective lysis for pure genome 
extraction.

MASON SHERIDAN ’16

This summer I interned for 
Oscar de la Renta in its 
Public Relations and Archives 
department. I am an art history 
major and communications 
minor at Hamilton College, 
so this internship has been a 
perfect combination of my 
various interests. In PR, my 
responsibilities included tracking 
the deliveries and returns of 
looks sent to various publications 
and VIPs. In the archives, I 
took inventory and organized 
garments, photographs, and 
videos from past collections. 

MELINA JORIZZO ’15

While I was studying abroad in Florence, Italy, I grew to admire the 
high-quality and creative design of Italian-made products. I also 
became familiar with Salvatore Ferragamo, an Italian luxury goods 
brand whose headquarters were only steps away from my apartment. 
Once I returned to Wake Forest University for my junior year spring 
semester, I knew that I wanted to spend my summer doing something 
that could connect me back to my favorite city in the world, and I 
decided to apply for a summer internship at Salvatore Ferragamo. 
I had no previous experience in fashion, but my appreciation for 
Italian-made products that are a work of art made me interested in the 
challenge and opportunity that this internship could bring. Interning 
at Ferragamo was even more amazing than I had originally expected. 
My first week of work in the wholesale department was during market, 
where buyers from larger department stores like Bloomingdales and 
Nordstrom come into our showrooms to view the products. Almost 
daily, packages arrived from Italy for future collections that would not 
be in the store for another eight months, making me one of the first 
people to see and touch these stunning new items. Every day of work 
provided me with an exciting new challenge and an opportunity to 
learn. I did not want the summer to end!
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JAS SOUTHERLAND ’17

This summer I had the opportunity to work as 
an intern at Cartier in New York City, with both 
their Corporate Merchandising Team and in the 
Cartier Mansion on Fifth Avenue, after reaching 
out to [St.  Andrew’s parent] Mercedes Abramo 
P’18,’22 over email. Mrs. Abramo spared her 
valuable time to meet with me in Washington, 
D.C. to discuss my interest in the company. In the 
corporate office, I had the opportunity to shadow 
both the jewelry and watch merchandising teams 
in order to learn more about their role and duties 
within the luxury industry. In the Mansion, which 
is the largest Cartier store in the world, I was 
immersed in a retail experience program in which I 
shadowed employees in operations; watch, jewelry, 
and accessories sales; client experience; and the 
service salon to gain knowledge of their roles in the 
context of merchandising. I also assisted with store 
morning set-up, client sale and service interactions, 
and back-of-house replenishments.

CARTER DOUGLAS ’15

This summer I have been interning on Capitol 
Hill with my own district’s Congressman, 
Representative Andy Harris (MD-01). It has been a 
fantastic experience getting to see how politics and 
government work in an up-close way, especially 
during this exciting and ever-changing time for our 
country. There’s no better way to learn about our 
government and everything that goes into making 
laws in our country. It has been especially great to 
work for my own district in Maryland. I love being 
able to help the people who live around me be better 
represented in D.C. This internship experience has 
also helped me realize that working in politics 
in D.C. is the career path I want to pursue, and I 
cannot wait to return to the Hill next summer!

It has been a fantastic experience getting to see how politics 

and government work in an up-close way, especially 

during this exciting and ever-changing time for our country. 

There’s no better way to learn about our government and

 everything that goes into making laws in our country.
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HOLLEY MCSHAN ’15

This summer I worked as a software 
developer and product manager in New 
York at LOLA, a feminine care startup. 
My project was the build out of an internal 
consumer insights platform to ensure all 
departments have the pertinent data and 
insights to inform their decisions. It was 
an amazing experience, and I also had fun 
brainstorming and discussing ideas with my 
former St. Andrew’s advisor, John Burk.

PATRICK WINDELS ’17

This summer I worked at a camp for kids with cancer. 
We tried to create a normal camp experience for 
kids who have led the most abnormal childhoods. 
The kids are great: high-energy and crazy. I had a 
great time.

MADELINE WOOD ’15

I spent the summer working at the International 
Center for Transitional Justice (ICTJ) in New York 
City, as part of my fellowship with the Madeleine 
K. Albright Institute at Wellesley College. As an 
intern with their Program Department, I provided 
research, graphic design, and writing support to 
their Gender Justice Division and am conducting 
the foundational research for designing a program 
related to racial injustice in the U.S. For the Gender 
Justice program I worked on graphically designing, 
editing, and researching a training curriculum on 
gender-sensitive approaches to transitional justice. 
For my research on racial injustice in the U.S., I have 
mapped civil society groups and movements related 
to the ICTJ’s potential work, compiled an archive of 
the ICTJ’s past involvement in the U.S., and drafted 
the possible areas the ICTJ could provide support. I 
also occasionally provided research and curriculum 
support to my supervisor’s class on Transitional 
Justice in the U.S. at Columbia University’s Institute 
for the Study of Human Rights.
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In July of this year, Kieran Murphy ’16 was hospitalized after experiencing a heart attack from what doctors 
discovered to be a viral heart infection. He spent nearly two months in an Intensive Care Unit at University of 
Colorado Hospital in his hometown of Denver, where ultimately cardiologists determined he would need a 
new heart. He received a heart transplant on August 19 and wrote and sent the following reflection to Dean 
of Students Will Robinson, his former advisor, after he was released from the hospital on September 7. “It is 

not a coincidence that Kieran wore St. Andrew’s gear as he walked out of the hospital,” Robinson noted. 

rise up

’16
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One question every parent asks themselves when considering sending their child to St. Andrew’s (and 

every student asks themselves when contemplating the repercussions of taking such a big leap) is: 

What kinds of profound ways will this experience enhance my child’s future beyond the four short 

years he or she will spend on Noxontown Road?

While one generally accepted advantage of attending boarding school is the exceptionally close relationships 

one builds with classmates and faculty as compared to the traditional secondary educational experience, my 

two short years as a St. Andrew’s alumnus have revealed to me the power that truly differentiates St. Andreans 

in the broader scope of life beyond the “SAS bubble.” This revelation became particularly clear to me this 

summer, as I was blindsided by a sudden health crisis that left me feeling confused, scared, lonely, helpless, 

and trapped for the 50 days I spent in an ICU.

In the seemingly endless time I had to let my mind wander and think freely as a means of mentally 

escaping my hospital bed, I found my thoughts repeatedly came back to a particular memory: sitting in the 

strange maze of pews in Old St. Anne’s Church my freshman year at St. Andrew’s, and listening to Mr. Roach 

talk about how we as St. Andreans could be conscious of the struggle, cynicism, and suffering of others as we 

might strive to perform the “Art of Rescue.” In Tad’s words, excelling in the art of rescue is “to 

grow in wisdom, dignity, and understanding and prepare for challenges we can never imagine” 

and in so doing, “improve [our] ability to embrace a greater good in [our] lives.” 

During my time in the ICU, I suddenly found myself grappling to understand and prepare 

for the most challenging experience of my life at a time when I least expected to become so 

vulnerable. When, despite my best attempts to pretend it wasn’t so, I was suffering and struggling 

rescueT H E  A R T O F

Kieran pauses to “ring the ship’s bell” on his 
way out of the ICU—a UC Health tradition.
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at times to simply stay alive, I was regularly reminded through 

the actions of St.  Andrew’s classmates, faculty, and alumni 

that rescue is an art that is learned and honed subconsciously; 

stitched into the seams of the thread that connects and binds 

the St. Andrew’s community to one another in and beyond the 

physical boundaries of the School. Rescue, it turns out, is not an 

external obligation that is risen to, but a habit that is intrinsic 

to the nature of St. Andreans, a habit that becomes a permanent 

piece of the ethos and spirit of grace instilled in St. Andreans’ 

hearts that lasts long beyond our graduation.

The idea that the “way through anxiety, sadness, bitterness, 

and despair is through individual acts of love, care, concern, and 

mercy” is very much alive among St. Andrew’s students, alumni, 

and faculty today, and continues to drive their everyday actions. 

I know this because when I awoke from being sedated and 

intubated with a breathing tube for nearly a week, I awoke to 

literally hundreds of missed phone calls, text messages, emails, 

letters, packages, and even a video message collectively put 

together by many of my close friends from St. Andrew’s cheering 

me on, reiterating their unwaning support for me, and wishing 

me the best in recovering. I am deeply convinced that, had I 

been able to receive visitors at the time, each one of them would 

have instantly booked the first flight across the country to see 

me without hesitation. This revealed to me, first-hand, the reality 

of St. Andrew’s deep commitment to the art of rescue. A box of 

candy from Sam Winslow ’17; a book and a sweatshirt from my 

former advisor, Will Robinson ’97; or a letter of encouragement 

from my former cross-country coach and biology teacher Mr. 

O’Connell and each individual athlete on the entire boys varsity 

cross-country team (despite only two of the current runners 

actually knowing me personally)—each of these gestures shows 

the strength of our connection as Saints and as humans that 

is hard to come by anywhere else. Each of these, among the 

countless notes and well-wishes from other faculty and former 

students, was evidence that performance of individual acts of grace for someone 

who is suffering is an instinctual St. Andrean reaction to a family member in need of 

compassion and love and support. This, beyond any lesson taught in the classroom, 

is what most profoundly separates the St. Andrew’s education from any other: when 

This, beyond any lesson taught in the classroom, is what most profoundly separates 
the St. Andrew’s education from any other; when faced with “challenges we can never 

imagine,” there is an eager, ever-ready safety net to catch us should we fall that exceeds 
any kind of support I received from people in other areas of my life by multiples.

Comments from St. Andreans on 
Kieran's Facebook page this fall...
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faced with “challenges we can never imagine,” there is an eager, ever-

ready safety net to catch us should we fall that exceeds any kind of 

support I received from people in other areas of my life by multiples.

The theme of developing and honing our commitment to the art 

of rescue was—intentionally or not, I am not sure—circled back upon 

by Mr. Roach during our final Chapel service in Old St. Anne’s four 

years later in that now-very-familiar maze of 18th century pews. In his 

bid farewell to the Class of 2016, Mr. Roach articulated to the School 

that my class had “embraced an ethos and ethic of grace in their lives 

here; they know how to empathize, how to rescue.” He advised all of 

us that “change, disruption, loss, even death have the power to awaken 

us paradoxically to become more powerfully alive,” but that to persist 

through such instances of adversity we should “remember in those 

moments of doubt and despair, just what happened here at St. Andrew’s 

because of you.” I have since been reflecting, pretty much constantly, on 

how I, feeling more powerfully alive than ever before, can enact the art 

of rescue during my “second lease” on life.

Following my experience this summer, my faith in the St. Andrew’s 

experience, and in the art of rescue, which embodies the ethos of grace, 

compassion, courage, vitality, and resilience that Mr. Roach articulated, 

is fully renewed. I realize now that these are not simply buzzwords that 

St.  Andrew’s talks about, but characteristics St.  Andrew’s showed us 

that we, as Saints, actually already possess, thanks to the guidance from 

faculty and the accountability to our peers that surrounded us while we 

were students at the School. Mr. Roach closed his final Chapel Talk to 

our class with a promise. “We will always remain here for you, just as 

you have always been here for us,” he said. This is a promise that has 

been fulfilled most critically for me just two years later, and I am fully 

confident will remain true for generations of Saints to come. J

Kieran is working through the steps of cardiovascular rehab to regain 
strength and stamina following his time in the hospital, and continues 
to make a full recovery. While he won’t return to college life as he’d like 
until the fall of 2019, Kieran has been since cleared to run, golf, and 
participate in most of the other activities he has previously enjoyed. In 
the meantime, inspired by his experience as a patient, Kieran is focusing on sharing the 
art of rescue with others as he studies to become an EMT this spring.

This, beyond any lesson taught in the classroom, is what most profoundly separates 
the St. Andrew’s education from any other; when faced with “challenges we can never 

imagine,” there is an eager, ever-ready safety net to catch us should we fall that exceeds 
any kind of support I received from people in other areas of my life by multiples.

... and Kieran on the links in October.
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Have you included a legacy gift for 
St. Andrew’s in your long-range plans?

If so, please let us know. We want to thank and recognize 

you as a member of the Cornerstone Society, alongside the 

other alumni, parents, Trustees and friends listed here who 

have included the School in their will or as a beneficiary of a 

retirement account or other planned gift.
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To share your plans or learn more about the benefits of a 
planned gift to St. Andrew’s, please contact Chesa Profaci 

at 302-285-4260 or cprofaci@standrews-de.org.

Anonymous (11)
Andrew J. Jr ’59 & Elizabeth L. Adams
Kathryn S. Anschutz ’91
Richard M. Appleby Jr ’47 †
Henry S. Baker Jr ’44 † & Marian Baker
R. Stewart Barroll ’72
Amy L. Barto ’86
B. Norris Battin ’54
William C. Bean ’72
Barry A. Benepe ’46
Edwin J. Bernet Jr ’72
Robert Blum P’84,’90 †
Duncan G. Bolton GP’97,’00 †
Robert T. Boyd III ’44 †
Sargent Bradlee Jr ’48 †
George A. Brakeley III ’57 P’86 
Randolph W. Brinton ’64
Richard E. Broome ’48 †
George E. Brown Jr ’37 †
William H. Brownlee ’44 

P’73,’75,’77,’79 GP’05,’09,’14,’17
Julian T. Burke III ’65 
Luther R. Campbell Jr ’46 †
Fu Sang Chan ’61
Russell W. Chesney ’59 P’91 †
Edwin A. ’48 † & Carole Clew-Hoey
Robert D. Colburn ’80
John S. Cook ’45 †
William H. Corddry ’38 †
William A. Cox ’56
Richard D. Crawford ’63
William A. Crump Jr ’44 †
Charles O. Culver Jr ’47
Edward C. Dobbs ’47 †
Stephen B. Duke ’56 †
Charles P. Durkin Jr P’97
Robert S. Eliot P’91
Elizabeth T. Erhardt ’87
William B. Evans ’36 †
Robert J. Faux ’60
Brian D. Fisher Sr ’60
Malcolm S. Jr & Sabina C. Forbes 

P’97,’06 GP’21
Benjamin M. Fowler III ’42 †
George E. Fry ’46 †
Francis Giammattei Jr ’47 GP’09 †
Helen R. Giammattei GP’09 †
J. McHenry Gillet ’46 †

Michael D. Gouge ’73
Liza Jane H. Green ’99
Erin F. Hall ’01
Andrew C. Hamlin ’71
Monie T. & T. Chandler Hardwick 

P’02,’04,’07
David T. Harris ’38 †
Horace W. Harrison ’39 †
Mildred Hart †
Norris S. Haselton Sr P’54 †
Norris S. Haselton Jr ’54 †
Franklin Hawkins ’35 †
R. Anderson Haynes ’65
William S. Hearn ’45
Marie Leftwich Hnarakis P’76 †
Thomas H. Hooper III ’71
William C. Howlett ’45 GP’11,’14 †
Blackburn Hughes  Jr † 
David S. ’48 & Jeanette G. Humphries
Charles F. Johnson III ’60
James M. Kay Jr ’41 †
James E. & Amy Keating P’11,’16
Cornelia F. Keller P’91,’95 †
Charles W. Kenney ’52 P’78,’81 
Jennifer M. Kern ’83
Charles E. M. Kolb ’69
David N. ’53 & Marilyn Levinson P’05
Michael B. Lilley ’79
Joseph F. Littell ’42
William D. Luke Jr ’53 P’79,’81 GP’17 
Timothy C. Mann ’47 †
Randolph Marshall II ’59
Henry L. McCorkle ’41 †
Michael H. & Joan B. McGrath P’92,’01
Pattye L. McNutt
James M. McSherry ’49
Frank H. Merrill ’71
Charles F. Mifflin ’36 †
Lawrence D. Jr ‘53 † & Lucy C. Milli-

gan
Stephen K. Mills ’65
Christopher L. Milner ’68
Dr. Charles F. Moore P’75 GP’12,’17 †
William T. Murray III ’50 P’92 †
Daune T. Neidig P’91
Stephen V. Noble ’69
Thomas A. & Ann H. Northrup P’87
Thomas B. ’56 & Judith A. O’Rourke

Alexander Ogilby †
Robert T. Oliphant Jr ’53 P’83 †
Stephen N. Patzman P’86,’88,’89
Stuyvesant B. Pell P’78 †
Timothy W. Peters Sr ’66 P’91,’93 

GP’19’21
Powell Pierpoint ’40 †
Frank B. Pilling ’40 †
John M. Pinney ’61
Caroline duPont Prickett GP’18,’20
William R. Prier Jr ’68
Franchesa M. Profaci ’80
John L. Ray ’42 †
Christopher P. Reeve ’68
Jon & Emilee Reynolds P’94,’95
The Rev. Dr. Thomas N. Rightmyer ’57
Toby R. Roberts ’70
Heyward G. Robinson ’76
Jonathan F. Rodgers ’75
James R. Rooney P’45 †
H. Hickman Jr ’58 † & Carey Rowland
Anne W. Sargent ’83
Thomas R. Saunders ’42 †
Kathryn K. Schmolze †
John R. Schoonover ’63
Winthrop D. Schwab ’36 P’66,’82  

GP’86 †
Mildred C. Scott †
Robert J. Shank ’57 †
William L. Sibley ’88
Robert L. Sides ’69
George B. Smith ’66 P’08,’09 
H. Scott Snead Jr ’42 †
J. Jeffrey Stives ’60
James O. Stokes ’47 †
Edward F. Swenson Jr ’36 †
R. Marshall Thompson ’68
Constantine N. Tonian ’49 P’78 GP’04 †
Steven E. & Suzanne L. Tooze 

P’04,’06,’08
Aaron F. & Diane C. Torrance P’16,’18
Robbert H. van Mesdag ’48 †
Werner R. Voigt Jr ’55 †
W. Laird Warwick ’37 †
Charles L. Wayne ’60 P’87
Charles H. Welling Jr ’45 P’72 †
L. Herndon Werth ’52

the cornerstone society
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San Francisco

Beijing

Uche Amakiri ’16 and Francis Kigawa ’17 
met up at the Outside Lands Music Festival  
in San Francisco this summer.

Grace Xu ’17, Richard Zhang ’18, 
Nam Nguyen ’18, Steven Ding ’19, 
and Ruth Puryear ’17 met up in 
Beijing over the summer. Grace, 
Richard, and Steven all live in the 
city; Ruth was spending the summer 
studying at Peking University, and 
Nam was visiting Richard for fun. 

New York

Julie Holderness Shaw ’99 and Lucy Long 
Doswell ’00 lunched with their daughters Betts 
and Lucy in NYC in October. 

Can’t Help 
But Connect!
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Madrid

Wit Keating ’16, Katie Keating ’11, and Callie 
Johnson ’17 met up for a meal in Madrid this 
fall. “Wit is a junior at the Elliott School of 
International Affairs at George Washington 
University, and spent the fall semester studying 
at the Universidad Autonima de Madrid,” 
noted his mom Amy Keating P’11,’16. “While 
in Madrid he connected with Callie, who was 
also studying abroad there. We visited Wit with 
his sister Katie—she had studied in Barcelona 
during her junior year at Franklin & Marshall—
and that morning treated a group of students, 
including the three St. Andreans, to breakfast.”

Lewes, DE

SAS families and alums gathered in Lewes, DE 
for a post-Thanksgiving beach football game.  
(front row, l. to r.) Grace Saliba ’12, Audrey 
Saliba ’18, Aly Saliba ’14, Jessica Sipprelle 
’08; (middle row) Nick Lilley ’21, Dot Colburn 
P’80,’82,’87, Rob Colburn ’80, Karl Saliba 
P’12,’14,’18, Scott Sipprelle ’81 P’08, Matt Lilley 
’21, Rick Townsend ’18; (back row) Bob Colburn 
P’80,’82,’87, Mike Lilley ’79, Fred Townsend ‘81 
P’18, Jeff Lilley ’82 P’21,’21, Sam Permutt.

Brandon Ogbolu ’08, Joe Lee ’10 and 
Rose Kwak ’10 had a “mini-Reunion” in 
Seoul in November. Seoul
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Reed McLaurin ’14 bumped into former faculty 
member Mary Kelly on Stanford University’s 
campus in September.

Palo Alto

New York
St. Andreans who are also current or hopeful Columbia 
students met up on that university’s campus over 
fall Long Weekend. Seen here (l. to r.) are Isabelle 
Mauboussin ’18, Jeffrey Roh ’20, Leo Qiao ’18, Eddie 
Mo ’20, Owen Pinto ’20, Carson McCoy ’19, Sofie Neil 
’19, and Steven Ding ’19. 

A number of St. Andrew’s alums ran to raise money 
for good causes in the 2018 New York City Marathon. 
Seen here clockwise from top are Alex Lynch ’11, who 
raised more than $8,000 for Fred’s Team (a fundraising 
organization for Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer 
Center) in honor of his friend Michael Yewdell; Z Roach 
’13 (second from left), who raised more than $4,000 
for Movember (an organization that supports research 
for and raises awareness of prostate and testicular 
cancer, suicide prevention, and other men’s health 
issues) in honor of his friend Jesse Galganov; and 
Brookie McIlvaine ’16, who raised more than $165,000 
for the American Foundation for Suicide Prevention, in 
honor of her brother Alex McIlvaine ’14. 

Donate to Alex’s fundraiser at bit.ly/alexfred
Donate to Z’s fundraiser at mobro.co/zroach
Donate to Brookie’s fundraiser at bit.ly/runningforal

SAS x N YC Marathon!
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p  Chris Speers ’07 wed Rosy Gonzalez 
at Aldworth Manor in Harrisville, NH 
on August 11, 2018. St.  Andreans at the 
wedding included (l. to r.) Penn Daniel 
’07, Alexa Caldwell ’07, Annie Roach ’18, 
Z Roach ’13, Frederic Gunneman ’07, 
Leighton Durham ’13, Carter Speers 
’13, Jim McNinch ’07, Shantanu Tata ’07, 
Andrew Forsthoefel ’07, Chris Edge ’07, 
Chris Speers ’07 (groom), Rosy Speers 
(bride), Josh Speers ’09, Maggie Rogers ’12, 
Matt Roach ’04, Brandon Patrick-Sigh ’06, 
Tolly Taylor ’07, Katherine Patrick ’07, Rob 
Bryan ’07, Hadley Roach ’07, Heidi Rowe, 
Elizabeth Roach, Tad Roach, Will Speers, 
and Brad Bates. 

’07

p  On a recent trip to the UK, Bill 
Brownlee ’44 had a pleasant visit and 
spent a night with James Rawes ’46 and 
his wife Clare, and some of their family. 

p  Andy Adams ’59 email is titled “House Parties” and he writes, “The Browns, Marshalls 
and Adams have been eating and drinking our way thru a few days, usually in March, for 
some years now.  This year, we gathered in July.”  Ginger and Ran Marshall and Cole Brown, 
now a widower, joined Liz and Andy Adams at their place on the Rappahannock River just 
north of Tappahannock. Andy continues, “I designed and built it as a place to get away and 
to have small, two couples plus us, house parties. For the 3rd  time we made Porchetta from 
a recipe published by the Washington Post in 2013. A great time was had by all.”

t  Alan Sibert ’70 sent a photo from a trip he 
arranged in late September with Gretchen and 
Ned Gammons P’85,’87 to visit the Blueberry 
Hill Inn in Vermont owned by Tony Clark. “We 
stayed several nights and I enjoyed my old school 
masters’ recalling happy memories of long ago. 
Ned and Gretchen were at St. Andrew’s in the 
1960s and early 1970s while Tony taught one 
academic year (1967-1968), before moving to 
Vermont where he has run the inn ever since.

“We caught up with Scott Ross ’70 and 
his wife Ginny while visiting the World War I 
Memorial in the Vermont History Museum in 
Middlebury featuring his grandfather, one of 
the first flight surgeons in the U.S. Military.”

’44’70

’59
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p  Physics and Astronomy students 
enjoyed classroom visits with Eric Muhs 
’76 in October. Muhs was himself a high 
school physics and astronomy teacher 
for more than 30 years, and was named 
the Washington State Physics Teacher of 
the Year by the American Association of 
Physics Teachers in 2013. He talked with 
students about the neutrino research he 
has conducted at the South Pole. Lamar 
Duncan ’20 is seen here modeling Muhs' 
South Pole snowsuit.

Wall of Honor Update
If you are an alumni veteran or 

active service member who is not 
listed on the Wall of Honor, but 
would like to be, please let us 
know by sending an email to 

alum@standrews-de.org. A tenth panel 
will be etched when a full complement 

of names has been collected.

’76

’63

p  John Schoonover ’63 sends a 
Noxontown Navy update, “This 
summer at The Diamond State Regatta, 
the H-8 (Noxontown Navy) and the 
F-8 (1970s crew) were second and 
third respectively in a head-to-head 
battle. Less than ONE second separated 
the boats! (photo above, l. to r., John, 
Molly Higgins ’93, Michael Kadick ’75, 
Gordon Brownlee ’75, Chris Walsh 
’75, Tom Schreppler ’78, Steven 
Brownlee ’77, Richard Cookerly ’78, 
Dave Strong ’75, John Morton ’65, John 
Reeve ’66, Greg van der Vink ’74, Bill 
Brownlee ’44, Ernie Cruikshank ’62, 
Andy Parrish ’66, George Shuster ’63, 
Gardner Cadwalader ’66, Jud Burke 
’65, Billy Paul ’64) Then in September, 
a ‘quasi’ Noxontown Navy H-8, rowed 
to a silver medal at the World Masters’ 
Regatta in Bradenton, FL. They had to 
fill three seats with friends of the Navy. 
The original Noxontown Navy, now 
in their 11th season, was back on the 
water for the Head of the Charles in 
October.”
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Jeff Lilley ’82 caught up with classmate Kevin 
Grandfield in Chicago in September. Kevin 
showed Jeff and his wife Lynn the campus 
of Northwestern University, from where he 
graduated. Kevin continues to work in medical 
editing while planning world travels starting 
next year. Jeff and Lynn are relocating to Silver 
Spring, MD after two years in Kyrgyzstan.

’89

’83

’82

Jackie Mette ’83 writes, ““The ties that bind 
are strong and maintain these friendships 
so many years later. We had a fun gathering 
of SASers at the Saliba home in Lewes this 
summer with the Saliba sisters, Grace ’12, 
Aly ’14 and Audrey ’18, Dr. Anis Saliba, 
Nada Saliba ’84 and the Lilley clan—Mrs. 
Lilley, Mike ’79 and Jeff ’82.”

p  The K Corridor crew rendezvoused for 
their now-annual weekend they started 
after their 25th Reunion. Everyone was 
very glad to be together—even for a short 
while—to be buoyed by the nourishment 
of life-long friendship. They all wore SAS 
coordinates necklaces, which Catherine  
Pomeroy ’89 purchased for them the 
minute they came out.

Allison Hamilton-Rohe ’89 writes that 
she got to help Zibby (Pyle) pack orders 
for her business, Bottle Branch, and is soft 
launching her own business, DailyOutfit, 
in her new location in the DMV, sharing, 
“It was fun to talk entrepreneurship and 
Instagram feeds! Zibby’s is stunning, of 
course!”

Allison also caught up with James 
Borghardt at the Coast-to-Coast in 
Maryland before he moves to London!

p  Former faculty member Marijke Van Buchem 
celebrated her 80th birthday this summer with her son 
Victor ’89 and his family, and of course, Evert (Scooby), 
who celebrated his 90th birthday in November!

z  Joan O’Brien met up with Sophia von 
Rundstedt ’89  in Germany this fall. Joan 
also visited Virag (Jony) Stumpf ’93 in 
Paris. (above)

p  Colin Smith ’99 reports,  “Anna and 
I are overjoyed to announce the arrival 
of our baby girl, Prescott Lee Smith. 
“Scottie” came into the world at 4:04 p.m. 
on October 5, weighing 7 pounds and 9 
ounces. She is named in memory of two of 
Anna’s uncles (Henry Prescott Rawls and 
William Lee Rawls), and in honor of my 
mother and my sister (Pamela Lee Smith 
and Amanda Lee Smith). Our family looks 
forward to seeing everyone soon.” 

’99
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p  Molly Higgins ’93 married Santo Spadaro on October 6, 2018 in a traditional and magical ceremony  
in  the Messina region on the east coast of Sicily where Santo’s parents (who came to the US in the 1950s) 
are from and much of his family is still there. Molly reports, “I was enchanted from day one of my first 
visit, and once we got engaged (at the Head of the Charles in Boston!) it didn’t take a whole lot of arm 
twisting to convince him that was where the wedding ought to be. As marvelous as Taormina is, what 
made the wedding truly wonderful was being surrounded by so many people we love—who were willing 
to endure a long trip to be there—including Fran and John Schoonover ’63, Pam and Gordon Brownlee 
’75, and Meg and Chris Walsh ’75—my heart is still so full at the thought of it.”

q  And while half of the crew were at 
Molly’s wedding Ernie Cruikshank ’62, Billy 
Paul ’64, Greg Doyle ’87, Dave Strong ’75, 
Michael Kadick ’75, Tom Schreppler ’78, 
Steven Brownlee ’77 and Richard Cookerly 
’78 earned GOLD at the Head of the 
Christina! 

t  Mike Pignatello ’93 writes,  “Evan and I are now the proud parents of James 哲明 and 
Jeremy 杰明 Gao-Pignatello, born September 9, 2018! The twins were born early and are 
still in the NICU at a hospital here in Reno, where we will stay until they are discharged. 
James and Jeremy cannot wait to meet their relatives and 'aunties' and 'uncles' from 
all around the world! Thank you to everyone who offered us advice and love on this 
incredible journey!”
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In Memory
Henry C. Gibson, Jr ’40

Henry Clay Gibson, Jr, of Jacksonville, 
FL, formerly of Jenkintown, PA, Bay 
Head, NJ, Palm Beach, FL, and Vero 
Beach, FL, passed peacefully at his home 
with his wife Paula Hober Gibson at his 
side on May 4, 2018.

Gibson was born in Philadelphia, PA 
on March 15, 1922.  Gibson was a physics graduate of 
Princeton University Class of 1944, president of Franklin 
GNO where he worked with noted physicists Roger 
Wernlund and Dr. Martin J. Cohen, “who is credited 
as the first commercial developer of the ion mobility 
spectrometer.”

Gibson was a Naval Aviator in World War II on a 
PPY seaplane stationed in Kiska, AK.  Gibson enjoyed 
photography especially in pursuit of the “green flash.”  
He collected antique clocks, enjoyed “Mozart,” and 
enjoyed sailfishing from his “Sunfish Sailboat” where he 
landed a 60lb sailfish (circa 12/26/1965 Palm Beach Post 
“Ed Bucko”). He was a member of the West Palm Beach 
Fishing Club, S.A.R., The Society of the Cincinnati, Bath 
and Tennis Club, and the Sailfish Club.

H.C. Gibson, Jr is survived by his brother James 
Alexander Robinson Gibson of Palm Beach Gardens; his 
wife Paula Hober Gibson of Vero Beach; a son Henry Clay 
Gibson III of Hobe Sound; a grandson Henry Clay Gibson 
IV and his wife Tawni R. Gibson of Tequesta; a great-
grandson Granger Michael Gibson; two daughters Susan 
G. Smith her husband Greg Smith of Placerville, CA and 
Adeline Worrell Gibson of Austin, TX.

John L. Ray ’42

John Lakin Ray, 94, of Charleston, 
passed away on Friday, August 17, 2018, 
at home.

He was born January 29, 1924, in 
Charleston, son of the late of John V. 

and Marion Lakin Rex. He was also preceded in death by 
his sister, Olivia Ray Singleton.

John is survived by his wife of 67 years, Jane Hain 
Ray; three daughters, Anne Ray Silbernagel, Elizabeth 
Lakin Cook (Tom), and Jane Ray Halpin (Steve); five 
grandchildren, Frederick Lawrence Silbernagel IV 
(Lindsay), John Lakin Ray Silbernagel (Ashley), Andrew 
Riggin Silbernagel (fiancee Julia Hurwitz), Stephen Robert 
Halpin III, and Catherine Elizabeth Halpin (fiance Eric 
Stephens); as well as three great - grandchildren, Emmarilla 
Lane Silbernagel, Frederick Lawrence Silbernagel V, and 
John Nicholas Silbernagel.

John attended public schools in Charleston through 
the ninth grade and prep school at St. Andrew’s School 
in Middletown, Delaware. Upon graduation, John was 
awarded the St.  Andrew’s Cross, given in honor of the 
late Bishop Cook of Delaware, who was associated with 
the founding of the School, in recognition of the student 
whose contribution to the School has been distinguished 
for Christian qualities of concern for others, humility, and 
high principle.

John served as a B-29 navigator, flying missions over 
Japan with the U.S. Army Air Corps during World War 
II. He graduated from the University of Virginia with a 
Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering in 1949 and 
Bachelor of Laws in 1952. At the University, he was a 
member of Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity.

In October of 1952, John began active practice of law 
as an associate of Payne Minor and Ray. He tried cases 
before the circuit courts of Kanawha County and seven 
other nearby counties. He argued cases before the West 
Virginia Court of Appeals and the United States Circuit 
Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit. In later years, 
John specialized in negotiating and drafting coal leases 
on large tracts of land. As well, he negotiated and drafted 
oil and gas leases and commercial real estate leases in 
Kanawha and Putnam Counties. John held an “AV” rating 
in Martindale-Hubbell lawyer ratings for over 34 years, 
practicing at the same firm for over 60 years. At the time 
of his death, John was of counsel for Ray, Winton & 
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In Memory
Kelley, PLLC. From June of 1958 until 2008, John served 
as President of the Board for Kanawha Valley Advertising 
(WV Outdoor). From 2008 until his death, he served as 
Chairman of the Board.

John gave generously of his time to the Kanawha 
Valley community over the years. He served on the Board 
of Trustees of the University of Charleston (Morris Harvey 
College) for over 25 years. He served as a member of the 
Board of Directors of Kanawha County Public Library for 
over 25 years and as President for nine years. He served as 
both member and chairman of the Advisory Board of West 
Virginia State College for four years.

In addition, John served as member and chairman of the 
Board of Directors of numerous charitable organizations, 
including the YMCA and the local chapter of the American 
Red Cross. He served as trustee of both the Berkeley Minor 
Foundation and The Bernard and Blanche E. Jacobson 
Foundation, which award grants to various community 
groups in the Kanawha Valley as well as scholarships to 
the University of Virginia, Virginia Theological Seminary, 
the University of Charleston (Morris Harvey College), and 
Washington & Jefferson College. A founding member of 
the Board of Directors of the Clay Center for the Arts and 
Sciences in West Virginia, John was serving as a member 
of the Advisory Board at the time of his death. He was a 
lifelong member and volunteer of Christ Church United 
Methodist. After the fire of 1969, John served on the 
committee to rebuild the church and install the current 
stained glass windows.

He received an honorary Doctor of Laws degree from 
the University of Charleston in 1996, and a Distinguished 
Service Award from West Virginia State College in 1977.

John was a member of the Jefferson Society, the Lawn 
Society and the Rotunda Society of the University of 
Virginia. Along with his sister, he established the “John 
V. Ray” chair at the UVA School of Law, in honor of their 
father. As an alumnus, John served as a member of the 
Board of the School of Engineering at Virginia.

Once a “scratch” golfer, John was an avid participant 
of the sport for most of his life. He was a member of 

Edgewood Country Club and Berry Hills Country Club, 
and competed in the West Virginia-Virginia Seniors league. 
He also enjoyed tennis and swimming, having taught all of 
his children and grandchildren the fine art of bodysurfing 
ocean waves in Myrtle Beach and on Hilton Head Island. 
John loved travel, including the research and planning 
of trips. He took his wife and family to many wonderful 
places, ranging from our country’s National Parks to 
a myriad of cities in England, Scotland, and Europe, 
through the Panama Canal, Mexico and Costa Rica. In 
celebration of his and Jane’s 50th wedding anniversary, 
John organized a weeklong cruise down the Danube River 
for the entire family, including grandchildren. Many family 
gatherings also occurred in Charlottesville, VA, framed 
around football games and Thanksgiving celebrations.

The family extends heartfelt thanks to Kanawha 
Hospice for their loving care of John in the past weeks. 
They would also like to thank George Cantees and Steve 
Nelson for their care and kindness.

Bill Hearn ’45

Bill Hearn passed away peacefully in 
Compassionate Care Hospice on 
Wednesday, October 24, 2018. 

He was the second son of Elizabeth 
and C. Robert Hearn in Wilmington, 
DE. He was predeceased by his parents, 
his brother C. Robt. Hearn, Jr. and his 

nephew C. Robt. Hearn III. He is survived by his wife, 
Peggie, daughter Nancie C. Mc Fillin, two granddaughters, 
Colleen and Kelly McFillin, sister-in-law Jackie Hearn and 
his nieces Sharon Mattis and Amy Karlsrud. 

Bill’s body was donated to science and his cremains 
will be interred in the DE Veterans Cemetery. 

Bill attended P. S. du Pont High School and graduated 
from St.  Andrew’s School in Middletown, DE in 1945. 
After three years of service in the Navy aboard the aircraft 
carrier “Leyte” he graduated from the University of DE in 
1952 with a B.S. degree. He was a member of Theta Chi 
Fraternity and served as president of Student Government 
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Association 1951-52. His seven-year sales career with IBM 
ended in 1959 when he joined Electronic Data Service, Inc., 
in Wilmington. In 1972 he managed a data processing unit 
in the Finance Division with the State of DE. Ultimately, 
he was appointed the first Escheator for the State dealing 
with unclaimed property. It was his discovery that led 
to a successful Supreme Court lawsuit with the State of 
New York. Delaware won the litigation and settled for 
$200 million for past payments with an annual stream 
estimated at $24 to $35 million from future unclaimed 
securities. This was called “The 21st Century Fund.” Bill 
was a 30-year member of the Wilmington Rotary Club 
where he served as director, secretary, and treasurer. In 
1994 he was awarded the John F. Newnam Rotary Service 
Award. He was involved with civic associations, enjoyed 
traveling, reading and maintaining his yard and gardens. 

Robbert H. van Mesdag ’48

Greg Denieffe wrote the following 
remembrance on the rowing website, 
www.HearTheBoatSing.com. 

The tight knit argumentation of 
rowing historians has lost one of its 
finest members with the death last week 
of Rob van Mesdag (18 January 1930 – 

18 July 2018). 
Rob was born in Hilversum in the province of North 

Holland, Netherlands, a country that he represented 
admirably in the 1950s. In the 1940s, he attended 
St.  Andrew’s School, Delaware, USA, a school that he 
rowed for and remained in contact with for more than 70 
years. According to John Dak Morton, Rob sponsored the 
St. Andrew’s Alumni Racing crew twice at Leander Club 
for the Henley Masters’ Regatta in 2010 and 2017.

His next port of call was Dublin, Ireland, where as a 
student of Trinity College, he joined the Dublin University 
Boat Club and represented them with distinction, most 
notably in at Henley in 1950 where he reached the final 
of the Diamond Challenge Sculls. Raymond Blake, author 
of In Black & White – A History of Rowing at Trinity 

College Dublin, writes about that race which was raced 
shortly after Trinity was beaten in the final of the Ladies’:

“Mesdag, who had faced A. D. Rowe of Leander Club 

in the final of the Diamonds exactly an hour before. He 

was beaten by three lengths, but this could not take away 

from the gallant way in which he reached the final. Against 

his fellow Dutchman, C. T. Neumeier, in the semi-final, 

he sculled himself to a standstill, and just held on to win 

by three feet. It was a performance that endeared him to 

the aficionados amongst the Henley crowd, and it was a 

tribute to the single-minded perseverance and dedication 

which he brought to his training.”

In all, Mesdag sculled four times for the Diamonds, 
and although he never managed to claim a ‘Pineapple 
Cup,’ he went close on each occasion, losing trice to the 
eventual winners and once to the beaten finalist.

Internationally, he represented The Netherlands in the 
European Championships from 1951 to 1956, winning a 
bronze medal in 1955. He also raced at the 1952 Olympic 
Games in Helsinki and was perhaps at his peak four years 
later, but The Netherlands did not send a rowing team to 
the Melbourne Games.

London Rowing Club, of which Rob was a long-time 
member, announced his death on their Facebook page and 
not surprisingly, dozens of tributes have been left in the 
comments section.

Rob was a regular attendee at the bi-annual Rowing 
History Forums held in Henley-on-Thames since 2007 
and often wore his Dublin University Boat Club colours 
to events. In fact, he presented two papers to the forum: 
Venetian rowing grows on you (2009) and From foetus 

to Olympian; student rowing in Holland (2013). It was 
at these events that I met Rob and knowing he was a 
distinguished alumnus of Trinity College we chatted about 
rowing in Ireland and his love of the club and Trinity 
Regatta.

When he found out I was from Carlow, he brought up 
my fellow Carlovian, Seán Drea, who won the Diamond 
Sculls in 1973, 1974 and 1975 in the colours of Neptune 
Rowing Club, adding a World Championship silver medal 
in the latter year. I thought I was on safe ground to give 
him the benefit of my knowledge on Seán until Rob told 
me that he had coached Drea when he had spent some time 
rowing out of London R.C. That was followed shortly by 
the sound of my jaw dropping.

Last Wednesday, Rob collapsed on the Thames while 
getting into his sculling boat. He was doing a photo-op 
for a Dutch documentary unit that was putting together a 
special on his extraordinary life. He was rushed to hospital 
and died shortly after arrival. 
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Iain Laurenson of  London Rowing Club posted this 
tribute to Rob:

“This is my version of Rob’s history. An eventful life 

and a mobile one. Ask a club member what was Rob doing 

on such and such a year and they scratch their heads and 

say, ‘Well he seemed to disappear for a few years.’ Keeping 

tabs on him was always difficult. Asked where have you 

been, he would say, ‘Oh, visiting an old school friend in 

New York.’ or ‘Oh, I popped down to see Jack Cann, as 

well.’ or ‘Oh, giving a guided tour of Flemish churches’ or 

‘Oh helping a blind friend in Paris or ‘Oh, sailing on the 

Baltic.’ Never mundane, always a surprise.

So here is an attempt to give a potted history of Rob 
from the point of view of a fellow oarsman. He was born in 
January 1930 with wonderful prospects. His father owned 
a chocolate factory. His father wanted his sons to have an 
international education. So after living through the Second 
World War in occupied Europe, Rob, aged 16, was sent 
to school in America. Rob’s education was completed at 
Trinity College, Dublin. It was at Trinity that he took up 
rowing. He was too light for the first eight so he switched 
to sculling with considerable success, representing Trinity 
in the Diamond Sculls and representing Holland in the 
Olympic Games.

In the 1950 Diamond Sculls, Rob battled his way 

through to the final where he provided the spectators 

with an exciting race, a truly gutsy performance. Doug 

Melvin said that Rob should have won. For two years, 

Rob was the Dutch national champion. In the 1952 

Helsinki Olympics, Rob came fifth in the final. In the 1955 

European Championships in Ghent, Rob won bronze, 

beating Douglas Melvin in the semi-finals.

After University, where Rob read Commerce, he 

worked in the family’s chocolate factory but decided 

that his true vocation was as a journalist. He moved to 

London and rented a flat. Then homeless Cedric Sheppard 

came to stay for a few weeks but stayed for two years. 

This arrangement was a success despite their different life-

styles.

Cedric disowned Rob when he chose to go running 

in the strange kit that always marked him out as a non-

conformist. There was also always a problem concerning 

tea. Cedric hid his specially blended tea, rather than waste 

it on the non-appreciative Rob. How could someone from 

the Low Countries, educated in America, appreciate the 

subtle flavours of the perfect blend of tea?

In 1959, John Pepys moved to London from Singapore 

and found a kindred spirit in Rob. Here we had two true 

gentlemen. Through them, LRC turned up at regattas 

all over Europe. No regatta was complete without Rob 

buzzing round greeting his friends, switching effortlessly 

from one language to another with matching extravagant 

gestures while the tall military figure of John explained his 

needs loudly in his slow deliberate, simplified English that 

we English use to communicate with Johnny foreigner.

Rob’s journalistic career later took him first to Paris 

and then to Brussels where he extended the vast network 

of oar persons that made him welcome throughout the 

European rowing fraternity. In the 1980s he decided to 

return to England and settle near London Rowing Club. 

Rob rented a property, which by chance belonged to our 

member, John Auber, while looking for a suitable house. 

After some months, he bought a charming house in 

Fulham which he furnished with Dutch Colonial furniture, 

seascapes and rowing memorabilia. To complete his home, 

Michaele came to share his house adding the feminine 

touch but singularly failing to control Rob. Appropriately 

enough, this house is within cycling distance of the club.

Since his return to London, Rob has been a keen 

member of the Irregulars. If Rob was in the boat, we 

always went faster. The verbal advice and the example 

he set made us give of our best. He was also valued as 

the leading raconteur at the Wednesday night dinners. 

Rob was also president of Trinity University Boat Club, 

member of Leander, De Hoop and numerous other clubs 

around the world.

This of course, only deals with one aspect of his life 

– rowing. Hints of parallel universes where Rob was 

also a major player: as a Christian, a sidesman and keen 

member of the church, a long-time helper with Crisis at 

Christmas… art critic, barbershop singer, Scottish dancer, 

public speaker and so the list goes on.

No account of Rob would be complete without 

mentioning his dress sense. For rowing, he kept up the 

Dutch tradition of well-used kit. In summer he wore, what 

at one time were white shorts, held up with a large safety 

pin and a singlet with another safety pin to stop the straps 

falling off his shoulders. In winter he wore again, what 

had at one time been white trousers with a sharp crease 
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stitched in, several jumpers with very large moth holes and 

toilet paper, wrapped around his neck. After rowing, his 

version of smart casual was a pair of faded pink trousers, 

hoisted up with a leather belt to show six inches of lower 

leg. I once saw him in the role of art critic. He was wearing 

an Edwardian three piece tweed suit with a flamboyant 

bow tie.

With the loss of Rob, the LRC loses a colourful 

character and for many of us a good friend. He will be 

missed but never forgotten.

Stuart J. Bracken ’50

 Stuart Bracken passed away peacefully 
on September 9, 2018. 

 He is survived by his wife, Barbara 
Johnson Bracken, his three sons and 
daughter as well as his stepson and 
daughter and their children and prized 
dog, Scooter. 

Stuart graduated from Washington and Lee University 
after receiving a diploma from Bishop Mckinstry of the 
Diocese of Delaware at St.  Andrew’s School, preceded 
only by a wonderful experience at Pomfret in Connecticut.  
Stuart was part of a rich rowing tradition that he helped to 
support for many years to follow. 

Besides financial contributions, he offered his time and 
gift of eloquence in writing to thank fellow contributors 
and also to encourage young scholars to endeavor to 
persevere and succeed at the highest level.

 Stuart served as a Private First Class in the infantry 
in Augsburg, Germany after which he found employment 
at the Hercules Power Company. In 1958 and nearly four 
decades to follow, Stuart enjoyed many friendships and 
success with Merrill Lynch. 

His passion for investment was nearly outweighed by 
his lust for golf, which he played just as well. His love 
for skiing led to a chance meeting and successful marriage 
to Barbara that began in the Mountain Chapel up on 
the ski hill in Stowe, Vermont. Barb and Stuart enjoyed 
many traveling adventures together. He learned much 
from history and referenced many a wordsmith in his own 
inspirational notes to others to be industrious, sensical 
and honest and to enjoy life’s adventures in spite of the 
many obstacles along the way.

Timothy H. Smith ’53

Timothy Heyward Smith, longtime 
Hofstra professor of education known 
for serving as a moral compass and 
mentor with his kindness and deep 
curiosity about the world, died on 
August 4, the day after his 84th birthday. 

When Albert Einstein walked past 
Timothy Heyward Smith and his roommate at Princeton 
University, they were not sure how to greet the legendary 
physicist, who taught at the school. So they bowed. And 
Einstein bowed back.

“Is that because one genius recognized another?” 
a former student reportedly asked Smith’s wife, Linda 
Longmire, after hearing the story.

“We feel there’s a personal loss, but more importantly, 
it was such a loss for future students, for those who could 
benefit from and desperately need that insight and depth,” 
said Longmire, a professor of global studies at Hofstra.

Smith was born in 1934 to Wilson Heyward Smith and 
Laura Bretz Smith in Lancaster, PA. He grew up in Ronks, 
PA, and graduated from St. Andrew’s School, a Delaware 
boarding school, in 1953. He received a bachelor’s degree 
from Princeton in 1957.

Smith served in the Army for two years before receiving 
his master’s and doctoral degrees at Rutgers University in 
1961 and 1968, respectively. He was married to Dania 
Smith from 1959 to 1982 before divorcing and had 
three children, raising them in Wantagh, the family said. 
He served on the Levittown school board for six years, 
Longmire said.

Smith had a distinguished career at Hofstra, where he 
taught for 45 years, a school official said. He began as 
an instructor in the Foundations of Education Program in 
1963 and was promoted until becoming a full professor 
in 1994. He also served as chairman of the Department 
of Foundations of Education and directed its master’s 
program. 

Smith, who had homes in Hempstead and Manhattan, 
maintained close relationships with students long after 
they graduated, even officiating at a couple of their 
weddings.

“Tim went from being my teacher to a mentor to a close 
and dear friend,” said David Kortava, a former student 
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who had Smith and Longmire officiate his wedding in 
Costa Rica last year. “He furnished me with an example 
of how to be a good man.”

Longmire, 69, said she and Smith met and fell in love 
during a protest over the Shoreham nuclear power plant 
in 1984. They got married nine years ago. “Tim wore 
me down with his wonderfulness following decades of 
dating,” she said.

Smith retired from full-time faculty in 2004, becoming 
a professor emeritus in the School of Education. He 
started leading 12-week trips of students to Europe each 
year with Longmire. He also became an adjunct professor 
of Global Studies in 2011.

Smith, who was color-blind, would have seen color for 
the first time with special glasses that his son bought as 
an 84th birthday present, Longmire said. But he went into 
cardiac arrest before he could get that birthday present. 
He died in his Upper West Side apartment. He had been 
diagnosed with renal cancer earlier this year.

In addition to his wife, Smith is survived by his 
children, Cynthia Kidd Healey, of Danbury, CT; Tamia 
Heyward Cobb, of Southampton; and Steven Smith, 
of San Francisco; his sister, Barbara Peck of Audubon, 
PA; and four grandchildren, including Tim Healey, a 
Newsday reporter covering the Mets. He is predeceased 
by his brothers, Thomas Smith and Tucker Smith, and a 
grandson, Patrick Healey.

Obituary written by Rachelle Blidner of Newsday. 

 Hugh H. MacPherson ’57

Hugh Howard MacPherson passed 
away peacefully on August 21, 2018. 
His wife and four daughters were by his 
side.

Hugh was born in Istanbul, Turkey 
on August 2, 1939. The second child 
of Howard and Mildred MacPherson, 

Hugh spent his formative years in Turkey, Greece, and New 
Jersey. For high school, he attended St. Andrew’s School in 
Delaware. Hugh continued on to Hobart College where 
he met the love of his life. Molly and Hugh were married 
in 1964 in Corry, PA, and together they went on to attend 
the University of Pennsylvania. Hugh graduated from the 
Wharton School of Business in 1966.

Hugh began his career as a financial analyst working 
on Wall Street. He and Molly made their home in 
Mahwah, NJ, and the couple had four daughters. To 
balance things out, the MacPherson family always had a 
slew of male dogs. In 1979, Hugh and his family moved to 
Oklahoma when he took a job at Kerr McGee, managing 
their pension fund. Two years later, Hugh found his real 
passion…running. He went on to run 100 marathons 
and ultra-marathons which included a marathon in every 
state. He also ran five 100-mile races. 

In 1992, taking early retirement, Hugh looked West 
for adventure. He and Molly settled in Glenwood Springs 
where they purchased Glenwood Gardens, owning it for 
25 years. Hugh was an adventurous spirit who lived his 
life fully. He and Molly traveled extensively which they 
continued to do until his cancer made it no longer possible.

Hugh is survived by his wife Molly; daughters: Laura 
(Erik) MacPherson, Jen (Craig) Fielden, Margaret (Tim) 
Bucci, and Abby (Brian) Hollenbaugh; grandchildren: 
Molly, Anna and Zack Bucci; Heidi, Maddie and Zoe 
Fielden; Quinn and Ellie MacPherson; Chloe and Sam 
Hollenbaugh; sister Anne Lindgren. 

Bill Wood ’57 augmented the above with some SAS 
specific detail:

“Hugh MacPherson attended SAS in ’56 and ’57 
where he played football, wrestled for the legendary Bull 
Cameron and then crewed. By the way, in the way of 
schools, at St. Andrew’s, ‘Hugh’ segued into Harry, and 
then, naturally, to ‘Hairy.’  Not sure he loved that, but 
hey, boys will be boys. Hugh and Pierre Goiran, also born 
in Turkey, were roommates in senior year after a year of 
seasoning as the third roommate on the V Form corridor 
with Brad Ryland and me.  

“It was interesting to note that so many of our 
classmates recalled Hugh so fondly. I recall our delight 
when he showed up at our 50th Reunion.”

Comments from members of the Class of 1957 upon 
hearing that he passed:

Pierre Goiran emailed:  “This is crushing.”
Said Charlie Marshall:  “A guy it was impossible not 

to like.”
Bill Wood wrote: “I was reminiscing the other day 

about a wrestling match we had.  The match was down 
to one point and if Hairy could just ride out that point 
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without being reversed, we would win the match.  Do you 
doubt how it came out?”

One classmate remembered his nickname as “Light 
Tank.”

Tim Bloomfield wrote: “Looks like Hugh got to follow 
his passions surrounded by a large and loving family.  
Hard to beat that.”

The Class was especially pleased that John Cogswell, 
our Senior Prefect, was able to attend the funeral services 
on our behalf.  But let Fr. Tom Rightmyer sum it for us:  
“May he rest in peace and rise in Glory.”

Judson Andrew Wolfe ’87

Jud Wolfe, 48, of Houston, Texas, died 
of a heart attack on August 30, 2018 
while on vacation with his family. He 
was an avid photographer, a committed 
environmentalist, a loyal friend, a loving 
and devoted father and husband.

Born in New York City on November 
27, 1969, Jud grew up in Miami, FL. He attended Ransom 
Everglades School in Miami and St. Andrew’s School in 
Middletown, DE. He earned his undergraduate degree 
from Emory University, a Master of Environmental 
Management from Duke University and a Master of 
Business Administration from Columbia University.

While living in New York City, Jud worked for Hess 
Corporation and was introduced to his wife, Elizabeth, at 
the suggestion of their two grandmothers. They moved to 
Houston, where Jud continued to work for Hess and later 
for Murphy Oil Corporation.

Jud’s passion for photography was formed in the 
oil fields of Texas and the offshore drilling sites of West 
Africa, but his true passion was capturing beautiful, 
candid photos of his family and his surroundings. His 
keen eye and warm sense of humor combined to portray 
life’s natural and happiest moments.

Kind and generous, Jud devoted considerable time 
and resources to the protection of critically endangered 
species—especially the rhinoceros—and served on the 
boards of the Duke University Nicholas School of the 
Environment, the Galveston Bay Foundation, and the 
Mailman Foundation.

He is deeply missed and lovingly remembered by his 
wife, Elizabeth; children, Lily, Lucy, Beatrice and Joseph; 

mother, Jody; grandmother, Phyllis Mailman; sisters, 
Johanna and Olivia; uncle, Josh Mailman and aunt, 
Monica Winsor; the entire Wolfe Family and the Endelson, 
Belfer and Bassik Families.

Paul Rogers ’87 reflects, “I roomed with Jud in Junior 
and Senior years (’85-’87).  I recall that Jud was universally 
well liked.  He loved punk rock back then which made for 
an interesting juxtaposition with his wry smile, sharp wit 
and general affability.

“Like many of us in those days we spent a lot of time 
on the breezeway over the Garth listening to music or 
scarfing George’s cheesesteaks while watching terrible TV 
on Baum corridor. To quote another classmate, ‘I’ll always 
be glad I knew the guy.’”

FORMER FACULTY,  STAFF AND FRIENDS
Duncan Denny

Longtime Norfolk resident Duncan 
Denny passed away at his home on June 
19, 2018.  He was born June 20, 1927, 
in New Rochelle, NY, to Dorothy 
Duncan and Cary Freeman Denny.

He is survived by his wife of 63 years, 
Ayreslea Rowland Denny; children Bea 

Tirrell (Charlie), Deirdre Denny, and Rowland Denny 
(Robin); and grandchildren Carrere, Andrea, Henry 
(Robin E.), Amelia and Reg.

Duncan grew up in Pelham Manor, NY and Norfolk. 
He graduated from South Kent School in 1945 and served 
in the Army Air Corps as a radar technician, stationed in 
the Azores. 

He was a graduate of Rhodes College, Memphis, 
TN, and Clark University, Worcester, MA. He coached 
soccer and taught mathematics 1969-1989 at Worcester 
Academy, St.  Andrew’s School, Sewickley Academy and 
Housatonic Valley Regional High School.

He was raised to a Master Mason in Western Star 
Lodge, Norfolk in 1970. He was district deputy twice and 
recipient of the Edward Pierpoint Award.  

Duncan sang in his church choirs and also became 
a licensed lay reader in the Episcopal Church. He was a 
parishioner of  St. Stephen’s, St. James, Winsted, Christ 
Church and Church of the Transfiguration, where he also 
served on the Bishop’s Committee. 
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Duncan served his community as an assistant 
scoutmaster, a board member of the Norfolk Historical 
Society and a participant in the annual Teens Against Polio 
talent show.  

Alice Ryan

Alice M. Ryan, age 88, of Newark, DE, 
passed away peacefully on October 11, 
2018 at her home in Millcroft Senior 
Living.

Alice was a treasured member of 
St.  Andrew’s School faculty which she 
joined in 1975 and subsequently became 

their first female administrator. A graduate of Wellesley 
College with masters’ degrees from Middlebury College/
Sorbonne and the University of Delaware, Alice honored 
her father’s wishes by devoting her life to education.

Alice’s many talents helped serve the good of the 
Middletown community where she was instrumental in 
the founding of the Cooperative Kindergarten was well 
as the former Broadmeadow School. She also served 
as the Trustee of Appoquinimink Public Library, even 
contributing to its interior design.

Prior to Alice joining the faculty as St. Andrew’s, she 
was a substitute teacher there, played the organ in Chapel 
and served as assistant registrar. She was appointed a 
teacher of French and registrar in 1975, and in 1979 she 
became director of studies until 1987.

St. Andrew’s Class of 1987 honored Alice by dedicating 
their yearbook to her. During her career at the School, 
Alice taught French, Latin, English, and math in addition 
to her many administrative duties and extracurricular 
activities.

Alice loved to travel and entertain friends at her 
home and she was a voracious reader. She was active in 
the American Association of University Women and was 
a long-time active member of St. Thomas’ Church in 
Newark. The movie “Dead Poets Society” was filmed at 
St. Andrew’s School and Alice was cast as the headmaster’s 
secretary.

Head of School Tad Roach reflected:
“Alice Ryan, long a member of the faculty as a teacher 

of French and Director of Studies, died today. She served 
St.  Andrew’s so very well during her career, mentoring, 
guiding, and coaching us all. She was one of the first 

women on the faculty during a time when the School was 
both all male and later newly coeducational. What few 
knew about this relatively formal and reserved woman 
was that long before our financial aid program helped 
students with crucial personal expenses, Alice took care 
of the students’ need by herself. She was a big part of the 
development of  St. Andrew’s School.”

Arts Department Co-Chair Ann Taylor ’86 added:
“My favorite memory of Alice Ryan is from the 1985 

Concert Choir tour in England. She and Nan Mein took 
down a purse snatcher. This guy had no idea who he was 
dealing with! A woman of quiet strength with a large 
heart. I will remember her fondly.”

Mary Leigh Pell Whitmer

Mary Leigh Pell Whitmer passed away 
peacefully on Friday, August 24 with her 
three sons by her side. Born in 
Wilmington, DE, she was the daughter 
of Rev. Walden Pell II and Edith Minturn 
Bonsal Pell. She is survived by her sons 
Robert Foster Whitmer IV and his wife 

deLancey Funsten Whitmer, Walden Pell Whitmer, John 
Love Whitmer and grandchildren Jenna Michelle Whitmer 
and Garrett John Whitmer. She is also survived by her 
nieces Evie Burlinson, Abbie Spires, Lissa Thomson, Alison 
Helms, and Sarah Stires. Her husband Robert Foster 
Whitmer III predeceased her in 2015. Her sister Melissa 
Pell Thomson predeceased her in 1992. Her brother 
Stuyvesant Bonsal Pell predeceased her in 2007. Lili 
attended The Baldwin School in Bryn Mawr, PA and Smith 
College in Northampton, MA. She worked at J. Walter 
Thompson and The Tonight Show with Steve Allen in 
NYC. Lili was a major contributor at Operation Hope, an 
agency for those in need of shelter and food. She was a 
Board Member for The Episcopal Church Foundation for 
many years. A member of the Fairfield Beach Club, 
Quogue Beach Club and the Quogue Field Club. She was 
loved by many and will be missed by all. •
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Since St. Andrew’s is a boarding school, you have already begun to start 
your own individual journey—or as Joseph Campbell would call it, “the hero’s 
journey,” just by making the decision to leave your families, friends, and home to 
come to the middle of Delaware in the pursuit of knowledge. You have all started 
your own individual journey whether you know it or not. You have all answered 

the call and decided to cross the first threshold. At the border between the ordinary and magical 
world, you might have encountered a threshold guardian, such as a parent, who in their need 
to protect you tried to convince you not to come here. Or maybe you had no choice and you 
were told you were coming here because your parents came here and knew the value of this 
school. Some of you have come great distances looking for the opportunity to learn at a magical 
place. While there are other inspiring schools out there, we know this one is special. Just like 
Hogwarts in the Harry Potter series, we have our own Albus Dumbledore in Mr. Roach, the wise 
and compassionate leader whose sole focus is the protection of the student body. In Mr. Speers, 
we have Professor Snape who is completely trusted by the Head of School but is unforgiving 

in his grading. We also have the more obscure 
character of Gilderoy Lockhart, who although he 
doesn’t share the personality characteristics, you 
have to admit bears an uncanny resemblance to Mr. 
Robinson. Instead of the Weasley twins, we have 
the Wood boys, and then finally, we have you. Who 
will you be? Will you be the hero?

As I end my talk, I want to close with a little 
anecdote. This is my first year as an advisor 
to students. I have seven wonderful advisees 
and I remember reviewing their applications to 
St.  Andrew’s over the summer and being struck 
by the maturity of these new students. One of my 
advisees wrote on his application: My lifelong goal 
is to be: “the kindest and most thoughtful person I 

can be.” Think about it. What a wonderful goal—it expresses really what the hero is all about. 
In the end, the hero is the one who comes to the realization that it is not about him or her. The 
hero is the one who has answered the call to serve others. I truly believe that in each one of 
you there is the potential to be a hero. For some of you, like my advisees, my only advice is to 
remember who you are. For those who still are stuck in Neverland, I just ask you to take what 
you learn here at St. Andrew’s. Take to heart the examples set by the teachers, who 24 hours of 
the day are there for you in order to keep you safe. If you do this, I can promise you that you 
will have a wonderful adventure of your own. Godspeed.

Excerpted from a Chapel Talk delivered by Religious Studies teacher Stephen Mufuka on 
September 26, 2018. You can listen to the full talk at www.standrews-de.org/podcasts. 

IN THE END, THE HERO IS THE 
ONE WHO COMES TO THE 

REALIZATION THAT IT IS NOT 
ABOUT HIM OR HER. THE HERO 

IS THE ONE WHO HAS ANSWERED 
THE CALL TO SERVE OTHERS. 

 / THE LAST WORD

The Hero’s Journey
by STEPHEN MUFUKA



At St. Andrew’s, tuition received from families covers only 51% 

of our annual operating budget—which means that each year, 

tuition “runs out” in the middle of the school year. 

Gifts to the Saints Fund—our annual fund—help provide the 

remainder of the School’s operating budget and make possible the 

complete St. Andrew’s experience for each student this year. 

In other words: your support literally makes St. Andrew’s possible, and 
we hope we can count on you to make a gift to the Saints Fund this year. 

Make your gift today at www.standrews-de.org/give.

Did you know that if St. Andrew’s 
operated only on the dollars it received 
from tuition this year, the school year 
would end January 21? 
The good news? We can keep our doors open through June because 
of the generosity of people like you. 
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